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Tinplate & Plastic 

2001. Sutcliffe Models Unda-Wunda tinplate clockwork Diving Submarine - light blue, lacks the key and rubber bung, some 
wear to side transfer otherwise Good example which retains its propeller and rudder, motor in working order - all contained in 
Good illustrated box with inner packaging; Sprite Day Cruiser - lacks key - Fair in Good illustrated box and Jupiter Ocean 
Pilot - in working order - in Fair illustrated box (no end flaps at one end). (3) 

 £60 - £80 

2002. Sutcliffe Models "Valiant" tinplate clockwork Battleship - scarce example with black lower hull, grey upper hull and 
super structure, later issue in working order, complete with key and catalogue depicting contemporary range, rear propeller and 
rudder both in working order but lacks mast.  All contained in Excellent illustrated box. 

 £80 - £100 

2003. Sutcliffe Models "Hawk" tinplate clockwork Speedboat - sea green, white deck, lacks rear plastic flag but motor is in 
working order, complete with key, rear propeller and rudder - small scratch to front of deck otherwise Good Plus to Excellent in 
Fair illustrated box. 

 £40 - £50 

2004. Sutcliffe Models "Sea Wolf" tinplate clockwork Submarine - yellow, includes rubber bung (rubber is perished), in 
working order and complete with key, propeller and rudder - Excellent in Good illustrated box with inner packaging.  

 £50 - £70 

2005. Sutcliffe Models "Comet" tinplate clockwork Speedboat - scarce example in powder blue, lacks key and some wear 
around deck area but motor is in working order, with rear propeller and rudder - Good in Fair illustrated box (missing end flaps 
at one end). 

 £30 - £50 

2006. Sutcliffe Models "Racer I" tinplate clockwork Speedboat - scarce earlier example with red hull, orange deck and blue 
engine cover, with replacement key, motor in working order together with propeller and rudder - Good to Good Plus. 

 £40 - £50 

2007. Sutcliffe Models "Fury" Torpedo Boat - tinplate clockwork early example with red hull, metallic grey deck and super 
structure, working order and comes with Chad Valley key, propeller and rudder. 

 £30 - £50 
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2008. Sutcliffe Models, a group of tinplate clockwork assorted Boats - to include Jupiter Pilot Boat, electric Speedboat with 
repainted hull, Sprite Cabin Cruiser, Comet Speedboat, Merlin electric Speedboat and another tinplate clockwork 
Speedboat - powder blue, cream deck - some would benefit from restoration/spares otherwise Fair to Good. (6) 

 £80 - £120 

2009. Hornby pre-war Speedboat "Curlew" - light green hull, cream deck, no key but clockwork motor is in working order with 
brake, together with rudder and propeller.  Also included is 16" (41cm) scratchbuilt tinplate vintage Gun Boat with 2 x 
funnels - Fair to Good. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2010. Hornby pre-war Speedboat "Swift" - red hull and engine cover, cream deck - working order with replacement key, 
together with rear rudder and propeller, motor is fitted with brake - some age related wear particularly to edges otherwise 
generally Good in Fair early card box with illustrated label to lid. 

 £50 - £70 

2011. Harold Flory, a pair of aluminium model Boats (1) "St Michael" battery operated Speedboat - red/cream - incomplete as 
lacks motor otherwise a Fair example of this boat possibly made for Marks and Spencers; (2) "Swift" Speedboat - red hull, 
cream deck - untested but fitted with motor and special rudder/propeller attachment to underside, lacks searchlight to front 
otherwise Good Plus scarce example - 17.5"/44cm long - in Fair card box with separate envelope for rudder attachment. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

2012. Schuco (Germany) 763377 "Samara II" electric Speedboat - unchecked for completeness but does come with group of 
separately applied deck fittings in plastic bag, together with twin screws to underside - Good Plus for display - 16"/40cm 
long - in Fair illustrated box.  Also included is Spielzeugland (GDR) clockwork Passenger Ship - in working order with radar 
mast shaped key - Good including illustrated box. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

2013. Lucky Toys and other assorted Hong Kong plastic Boats - (1) 6404 "Motor Sailor" Yacht - with separately applied mast, 
sails and rigging - 13"/34cm long - Excellent Plus to Near Mint - ex-shop stock model - in Good illustrated box; (2) Lucky Toys 
battery operated Police Boat - two-tone blue, bright plated parts; (3) Jet Cruiser Speedboat with separately applied gilt finish 
deck fittings (in bag), battery operated and (4) Fire Boat with Water Cannon - orange/white simplistic model in cellophane with 
printed header card - Excellent to Near Mint in Good assorted packaging. (4) 

 £50 - £70 

2014. A group of polythene and plastic assorted Boats and Ships to include 14.5"/37cm Cargo Vessel, similar sized Cabin 
Cruiser and various other craft and Yachts - appear to be generally of British manufacture including TNT, Tudor Rose, 
Kleeware and similar - Fair to Good Plus. (11) 

 £40 - £60 

2015. Triang, a group of unboxed plastic Boats and Yachts to include 2 x plastic yacht hulls and keels, the largest being 
15.5"/39cm long together with Penguin "Dawn" Tugboat, Triang Minic clockwork Rowing Boat novelty and 2 x 
Speedboats - Fair. (6) 

 £30 - £40 

2016. Triang and Scalex, a group of "Burnham" plastic clockwork Motor Cruisers - each measures 11"/28cm long and come 
in two shades of green, with cream and white super structure together with red version which comes with key - would benefit 
from more detailed cleaning but all are in working order with rudder and propeller and are otherwise Good Plus to Excellent in 
generally Fair boxes (some lack end flaps). (3) 

 £60 - £80 
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2017. Triang and Scalex, a group of 14"/35cm Cabin Cruisers - all are of clockwork construction (1) Triang "Thames" - white 
hull, brown super structure, cream roof (roof is bowed and cracked which is common with these models), clockwork spring 
requires attention otherwise Fair to Good for display; Scalex boats comprise of (2) and (3) a pair of electric "Derwent" Cabin 
Cruisers - white/blue, tan roof - untested and would benefit from further cleaning otherwise Good Plus to Excellent - all come in 
Fair to Good illustrated boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £80 

2018. Penguin and Scalex, a group of plastic Boats to include (1) Penguin "Avon" electric Luxury Cruiser - lacks motor and is 
repainted otherwise Fair including illustrated box, nevertheless a scarce example measuring 17"/43cm long; Scalex electric 
boats comprise (2) Speedboat - white/red, cream engine cover and (3) "Derwent" Cabin Cruiser - pale blue, white hull and tan 
roof plus (4) unusual Scalex "Gull" Racing Yacht measuring 11"/28cm - yellow hull and keel, tan deck, complete with wooden 
mast and light blue cloth sails (box lacks some end flaps) - Good to Excellent in Fair to Good packaging. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

2019. Victory Industries (UK), a pair of "Vosper "RAF Tenders - each vessel has black hull, grey deck, white roof, made for 
battery operation, deck fittings are unchecked for completeness although there are some loose fittings in each box, together 
with some paperwork including warranty slip and instructions - would benefit from further polishing otherwise Good in Good 
illustrated boxes with some inner packing. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

2020. Victory Industries (UK) "Vosper" RAF Crash Tender, a group - each vessel has black hull, grey/white super structure, 
made for electric propulsion using "Mighty Midget" electric motor, unchecked for completeness and would benefit from further 
cleaning otherwise Fair in Fair illustrated card boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

2021. Victory Industries (UK), a pair of "Vosper" RAF Crash Tenders - each vessel has black hull, grey/white super structure, 
with bag of loose fittings in each box, twin rear screws and rudders (one boat has rudders detached but present) and 
unchecked for completeness, made for electric propulsion and include twin brass propellers - otherwise Fair to Good in Fair 
card boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

2022. Victory Industries (UK) "Miss England" Super Silent Speedboat - scarce boat of aluminium construction from the 
immediate post-war period circa 1948, 2-piece aluminium construction, fitted with internal burner and works off hot air 
system - Good for display and measuring 14"/36cm long - in Fair illustrated box. 

 £30 - £40 

2023. Victory Industries (UK) "Vosper" Triple Screw Express Turbine Yacht - scarce example featuring black hull, tan/white 
deck and super structure, made for electric propulsion - untested, superstructure slides forward to give access to electric motor 
and battery compartment, unchecked for completeness - Fair in Poor to Fair remains of illustrated box - still a scarce model 
measuring 20"/50cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

2024. Palitoy and Playcraft, a pair of British made plastic Boats (1) Palitoy "Bermudan Racing Yacht" - red hull, yellow deck, 
masts - 17.5"/45cm long, sails and rigging require sorting but does come with Fair instruction leaflet and (2) Playcraft "Terrapin" 
part kitbuilt plastic Speedboat - made for battery operation, includes rear rudder and propeller (lacks one blade), steering wheel 
in box, untested - otherwise Good - both are in Fair to Good illustrated boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £50 
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2025. Seifert Segelboote (Germany), a pair of boxed plastic Yachts (1) Condor - 19"/47.5cm long - with wooden deck and 
separately attached mast, sails and rigging and (2) Spanish made Giner Yacht "Ballandro" with solid wooden hull and plastic 
fittings together with sails, rudder and metal keel - unchecked for completeness but appear Good Plus to Excellent in Fair 
illustrated boxes. Also includes unboxed Seifert "Giggi" Yacht with two sails - Fair. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

2026. Nauticalia (UK) 7591 "Gypsy Moth IV" limited edition model - with resin hull, highly detailed with 2 x masts and sails, 
lacks its stand and uprights have broken off below hull otherwise Good Plus impressive example for display, 11.5"/29cm 
long - in Fair plain card box with some inner packing. Also includes professionally made Catamaran with metal fittings and 
single mast, 17"/43cm tall - Fair; Outdoor Zone Yacht kit - unchecked but comprises of solid wooden parts with various fittings 
including instructions - Excellent in Good box together with empty box only for Interplay Yacht. (4) 

 £30 - £40 

2027. K Toys (Kelner/Lines Bros) this vessel was known as Triang Speedboat V and could be fitted with either electric or 
clockwork motor however no motor is currently fitted but boat still has its metal and propeller to rear, some of the varnish to 
deck is tacky otherwise a Fair to Good scarce example with 25"/64cm long wooden hull. Also includes is a similar sized hand 
built Speedboat - red/white with varnished hull, removable compartment to rear, not fitted with motor but does have rudder and 
propeller to rear and is named "Miss Exide" - Fair. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

2028. Kellner/Lines Bros 1930s clockwork wooden Speedboat "Triang Speedboat No.4" 2922 - painted cream with red/blue 
lining, no key but motor appears to be in working order and is fitted with brake, rudder and propeller, in original finish.  These 
"K" wooden boats were in the 1930s Triang Toys catalogue following a deal with the German manufacturer Kellner.  Does have 
glue repair to loose engine cover otherwise overall a Good example measuring 24"/61cm long and unusually still retains a Fair  
to Good card box marked "WS7CW Boat" and with Kellner label at one end. 

 £100 - £150 

2029. Penguin and other assorted Pond Yachts with plastic hulls - one is marked Penguin (UK) 430 and is 15"/38cm long, the 
others are unmarked and may possibly be Seifert (Germany) or similar and range in sizes.  All have wooden masts and sails 
and are generally Good to Good Plus overall. (4) 

 £60 - £70 

2030. Lindberg (USA) 1/125 scale "Blue Devil Destroyer" large scale plastic kit - unchecked for completeness and appears to 
be a body only kit but otherwise parts are Good to Excellent in Good illustrated box with 8-page instruction book. 

 £30 - £50 

2031. Japanese made wooden electric Speedboat 201 - fitted with simple electric motor and clean battery compartment, 
removable super structure, varnished wooden deck, with metal fittings including propeller and rudder - Good Plus and 
measures 12"/30cm long - in box marked "Wooden Outboard Boat".  Also included is unboxed larger Yacht - scratch/kitbuilt, 
includes mast but lacks sail, fitted with wooden cabin, rudder and rear screw, believed to be unpowered but otherwise Fair to 
Good for display - 15"/38cm long. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

2032. Triang, a pair of Pond Yachts with steel hulls and keel (1) larger red version with 16"/41cm hull and (2) smaller green 
version - both have main masts detached but present and need the rigging and sails sorting.  Also in this lot is tinplate 
candle-powered ship - lacks funnel but does include internal burner.  Plus 20"/51cm yacht with solid wooden hull, broken main 
mast but does include some sails and rigging - Fair. (4) 

 £30 - £50 
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2033. A pair of large wooden Pond Yachts - each yacht is approximately 18"/46cm long, with solid wooden hulls and steel 
keels - each has a main mast with various sails and simulated planking to deck - one is green/white, the other cream with red 
keel - Fair to Good basis for some light restoration, each comes mounted on display stands. (2) 

 £60 - £70 

2034. WM, Wiking Models and other British and German lead and other cast metal waterline Warships and 
Submarines - vessels include HMS Repulse, HMS Queen Elisa, HMS Nelson, Scharnhorst and Lexington Aircraft Carrier.  Also 
includes 2 x handheld moulds for 6"/15cm warship.  Some may lack parts but otherwise generally Fair. (25 models plus 1 
mould). 

 £40 - £50 

2035. Triang Minic 1/1200 scale and quantity of cast metal Waterline Ships and Submarines - various manufacturers.  Minic 
Ships include 2 x Missouri, Yamato together with Bulwark and HMS Albion Aircraft Carriers - Fair.  Plus made up model of 
Airfix HMS Arc Royal with box, Palitoy Sunderland Flying Boat Aircraft, Chinese tinplate novelty boat and small resin model of 
HMS Hood - Fair to Excellent. (43) 

 £40 - £50 

2036. Hugh J Scott & Co (Belfast) Limited brass works plate - as fitted to ship's marine 440 volt generator, 4.5"/11cm 
wide - Good - interesting piece of ship memorabilia. 

 £20 - £30 

2037. TMY/ITO (Japan) electric powered wooden Naval Gun Boat - light blue, red lower hull, abundance of metal fittings 
including guns, ventilators, levers etc.  The super structure is removable to reveal the engine and battery compartment and 
brass control levers.  There are 2 x TMY vintage electric motors fitted with horseshoe magnets driving the rear propellers (one 
shaft lacks propeller) together with rudder, one of the torpedo tubes is loose inside hold while the other is missing, crack in 
woodwork on deck area near to opening compartment.  Whole ship would benefit from further cleaning otherwise Fair to Good 
scarce example, 33"/84cm long. 

 £60 - £70 

2038. TMY/ITO (Japan) wooden battery operated Warship - light blue, with metal fittings to deck including guns, ventilators 
and electric lamps etc., one of the torpedo tubes is detached but present (in the hold), the vessel includes both propellers to 
rear and rudder, super structure is removable to reveal engine compartment which has only one TMY vintage electric motor 
with horseshoe magnet (other motor is missing) but does include brass control levers and battery compartment, removable 
decking area lacks piece of wooden deck in one corner.  Ship is painted in light blue with red lower hull - would benefit from 
further cleaning and some light restoration but otherwise a Fair to Good scarce, impressive example, 33"/84cm long. 

 £60 - £70 

2039. ITO (Japan) or similar wooden "Rocket" futuristic Power Boat - lacks electric motor to interior but does include gear 
box.  Metal fittings include steering wheel, windscreen, pitot tube to front, rudder to rear and 2 x propellers.  Right hand side 
buoyancy tank is detached but present.  Still a Fair basis for restoration, an unusual model at 35"/90cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

2040. French made large wooden Pond Yacht - solid wooden hull with lead weight to keel, main mast with 3 x sails - one is 
marked No.504, main mast stands 30"/75cm above the deck - some light wear but overall Good Plus. 

 £40 - £50 

2041. A pair of large Pond Yachts with solid wooden hulls (1) 24"/60cm with light blue hull, varnished decks with simulated 
planks, lever operated rudder to keel, some metal fittings, includes both sails with rigging etc. and (2) shorter 16"/40cm version 
finished in white, with metal fittings, includes both sails (one has a repair), main mast is 24"/61cm high from deck - generally 
Good. (2) 

 £50 - £70 
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2042. Large Seifert-Boot - German made Pond Yacht with red and white plastic hull and keel, lever operated rudder, 
varnished wooden deck, some metal fittings, may lack sails to an additional mast otherwise a Good project for some 
restoration, 36"/91cm long. 

 £50 - £70 

2043. Pair of Italian and German Yachts with plastic hulls (1) Monteleone (Italy) "Aldebaran" - red plastic hull with white super 
structure, includes 2 x aluminium masts and plastic sails, with weighted keel and metal rudder. 20.5"/52cm long and (2) Seifert 
"Cat 1" - scarce pond yacht with twin plastic catamaran hulls in red and white, varnished wooden deck to each, includes 
wooden mast with sails, twin rudders - 20.5"/52cm long - unchecked for completeness but appear Excellent in Good illustrated 
boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

2044. Large wooden Pond Yacht - impressive model measuring 51"/76cm long, white painted hull with simulated planking to 
varnished wooden deck, twin wooden masts, may previously have been fitted with radio control to rudder, some metal and 
plastic deck fittings, some overpainting otherwise a Good large scale example, with metal weight to keel. 

 £100 - £130 

2045. Triang large pressed steel Single Decker Greenline Bus - impressive model circa 1960, has been resprayed to a good 
standard in green with white interior, fitted with reproduction transfers, 22.5"/57cm long. 

 £120 - £160 

2046. Triang pressed steel Routemaster Bus - impressive example measuring 22.5"/57cm long finished in orangey-red, with 
some partial restoration including bonnet and roof.  This version has the white interior and blue staircase, some loose 
passengers have been fitted otherwise a Good example. 

 £120 - £160 

2047. Triang 300 Series pressed steel Horsebox - large pressed steel truck has been restored to a Good example with red 
cab, blue van body with opening ramp, hinged side door to groom's compartment, fitted with reproduction stickers, with 
replacement horse to interior. 

 £40 - £60 

2048. Triang 400 Series 6-wheeled Circus Van - 1950s pressed steel Circus Lorry with red cab, blue rear body with white 
drop-down ramp, includes 6 x wheels with cast hubs and thick rubber tyres - some age related wear but overall a Good original 
example. 

 £50 - £70 

2049. Triang 300 Series 6-wheeled Long Distance Transport Van - has been restored to a Fair standard - in two-tone blue, 
includes opening ramp to rear, 23"/59cm long. 

 £40 - £50 

2050. Triang pressed steel 300 series Delivery Van - large 6-wheeled Truck which has been restored to a Fair standard, 
two-tone green, includes an opening rear ramp and fitted with replacement radiator grille and bumper, 23"/59cm long. 

 £40 - £50 

2051. Triang 200 Series Transport Van - circa 1952, red Fordson style cab, blue van body, includes opening rear doors and 
locking bar, some retouching to edges and fitted with reproduction stickers to sides as this model is also known as "The Poster 
Van" - otherwise Good, 18.5"/47cm long. 

 £60 - £80 
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2052. Triang Diesel Series Tipper Truck - 1950s pressed steel Lorry with red cab and blue tipping body, includes 15 x 
wooden brick load, replacement Triang Transport stickers to sides, tipping mechanism and rear tailgate are in working order 
otherwise Good, 15"/38cm long. 

 £0 - £0 

2053. Triang Thames Trader Long Distance Transport Van - large scale model circa 1962, white/red diecast cab, blue 
pressed steel van body, opening rear doors and locking bar, globe effect transfers to each side - some age related wear but 
otherwise generally Good, 16"/41cm long. 

 £60 - £80 

2054. Triang Thames Trader Express Delivery Service Van - red/white diecast cab, this version is wired for headlamps (no 
bulbs) with battery compartment to underside, powder blue van body with opening rear doors and locking bar - some age 
related wear particularly to roof otherwise overall Good, 16"/41cm long. 

 £60 - £80 

2055. Triang large Thames Trader Articulated Low Loader - tractor unit has red/white diecast cab, clear plastic windows, blue 
flatbed trailer and opening ramp with winch, trailer is fitted with Scammell coupling gear but with replacement jockey 
wheels - some overall wear particularly to bed of trailer otherwise Good, 25"/63cm long. 

 £80 - £100 

2056. Triang Thames Trader Articulated Car Transporter - circa 1963, fitted with blue/white diecast later type cab and later 
grille (some touching in to cab and roof).  Chassis and trailer are mid-blue, replacement hinge fitted to rear opening ramp, 
trailer is fitted with simple pin type coupling - overall a Good bright example, 26"/66cm long. 

 £70 - £90 

2057. Triang Thames Trader "Pickfords" Articulated Removal Van - scarce example with dark blue/white diecast cab, dark 
blue chassis and van body with opening rear doors and locking bar, trailer is fitted with Scammell type coupling gear that has 
replacement jockey wheels  - some age related wear but otherwise a Good to Good Plus scarce example which would benefit 
from further cleaning, 21"/53cm long. 

 £120 - £160 

2058. Triang 1940s Bedford Long Bonneted Tipper Lorry - impressive pressed steel example from the immediate post-war 
period - orangey-red with post-war pressed steel wheel hubs to thick rubber tyres, includes spoked steering wheel, tipping 
mechanism is in working order - some minor retouching and has been fitted with reproduction Triang Transport transfers 
otherwise overall a Good Plus bright example, 19.5"/49cm long. 

 £60 - £70 

2059. Triang post-war Bedford Long Bonneted Breakdown Lorry - repainted red, with hook, string and winding handle, fitted 
with pressed steel wheels with thin black replacement tyres - finished to a Good standard, 18.5"/47cm long. 

 £40 - £50 

2060. Triang pre-war pressed steel Royal Mail Van - circa 1936, heavily repainted in red with black roof, includes opening 
rear tailboard and reproduction Royal Mail stickers, with pressed steel wheels and thin rubber tyres - finished to a Fair to Good 
standard, 17.5"/44cm long. 

 £40 - £60 

2061. Triang pre-war Bedford 6-wheeled Lorry - with long bonneted cab, tipping rear body with quantity of wooden blocks, 
includes steerable front wheels and front bumper, balloon type wheels (lacking rubber tyres) - has been overpainted with a thick 
coat of red paint and original gyro motor to the underside requires attention, 19.5"/50cm long. 

 £50 - £70 
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2062. Triang pre-war pressed steel Milk Lorry - long bonneted Bedford cab, pressed steel wheels with thin replacement 
rubber tyres, fixed rear body with 6 x tinplate milk churn load (repainted tops and lids but with original Triang Dairy print ing).  
Lorry has been overpainted red with reproduction transfers to a Good standard, 19.5"/49cm long. 

 £80 - £100 

2063. Triang Bedford Long Bonneted "Shell" Tanker - scarce example finished in orangey-red, with some repainting and 
retouching particularly around rear tank, fitted with replacement "Shell Motor Spirit" stickers otherwise a Good example, 
17"/43cm long. 

 £80 - £100 

2064. Triang, a group of Lorries, Trucks and Cranes to include large pressed steel pull-along truck with over 400 wooden 
blocks, together with No.1 Series pressed steel crane with repainted roof and reproduction decals.  Also includes Triang 
Hi-Way Milk Truck with 28 x plastic milk bottles with coloured tops, Hi-Way Rescue 6-wheeled Breakdown Truck together with 
smaller pressed steel Tipper Truck - red, 7.5"/18cm long - overall generally Good. (5) 

 £60 - £80 

2065. Triang, a pair of "Express" pressed steel Steam Locomotives - finished in different shades of red, one has yellow cab 
roof and front panel, the other a black front panel, includes buffers, each loco is 20.5"/52cm long and are generally Good.  Also 
includes 13.5"/34cm Double Decker Manchester Tram Car of recent Indian production - Good. (3) 

 £50 - £60 

2066. Victory Industries Conveyancer Forklift Truck - scarce 1/14 scale battery operated plastic/metal model finished in 
orange, untested but comes with 2 x pressed steel pallets, printed cardboard crates "Rolo" and "Lyons" together with 2 x 
illustrated instruction books - model is generally Good Plus to Excellent for display - in Fair card box with torn side panel to lid. 

 £50 - £70 

2067. Buddy L (USA) 1959 pressed steel Delivery Van - scarce example finished in greyish-green, with rubber wheels, 
reproduction stickers, with twin rear opening doors - finished to a Good standard, 14.5"/37cm long. 

 £50 - £60 

2068. Buddy L (USA) large International Aerial Fire Truck - impressive 1940s pressed steel Articulated Fire Engine with 
Elevating Ladder red, with 2 x loose ladders, fitted with rubber tyres and steerable front axle, some replacement detail parts and 
superdetailing otherwise Good Plus example, 30"/75cm long. 

 £80 - £120 

2069. Buddy L (USA) large pressed steel Car Transporter - circa 1950s - repainted in yellow, with articulated trailer and pin 
type coupling - finished to a Fair standard with "Hertz" reproduction stickers, includes opening rear ramp and operating 
mechanism to lower the top deck, 27"/69cm long. 

 £40 - £60 

2070. Tonka (USA) "Allied Van Lines" Articulated Removals Van - has been oversprayed in similar orange colour with applied 
after market decals to a Good standard (but is fitted with replacement jockey wheels to trailer), with twin opening rear doors to 
trailer, pin type coupling to trailer-tractor, 24/60cm long. 

 £60 - £70 

2071. Tonka (USA) 1950s Articulated Van - impressive pressed steel model measuring 23"/58cm long which has been 
restored to a Fair to Good standard, in "Railway Express Agency" green/red livery. 

 £50 - £70 
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2072. Tonka (USA) 1950s Articulated Log Truck - has been restored to a Good standard, the tractor unit and trailer are 
finished in burnt orange, with wooden plank load and securing chains, 22"/56cm long.  

 £50 - £70 

2073. Tonka (USA) 1950s "Star-Kist Tuna" Delivery Van - impressive pressed steel model with red cab and chassis, blue van 
body, fitted with replacement opening rear doors and some retouching otherwise Good overall with Good transfers, 15"/37cm 
long. 

 £60 - £70 

2074. Tonka (USA), a group of unboxed Construction Equipment - large scale pressed steel items include Tonka Crane with 
black lattice jib, repainted yellow cab and black rubber tracks, 32"/83cm long, together with Caterpillar Loader (includes Good 
illustrated box), Crane with rubber tracks and Turbo Diesel Giant Dumper Truck with some retouching. Also includes 2 x 
miniature Tonka Caterpillar Tractors and Chinese made clockwork Cargo Truck with key.  Conditions appear to be generally 
Fair to Good Plus (7) 

 £50 - £60 

2075. Tonka (USA) "State Hi-Way Department" Articulated Low Loader with Bulldozer Load - orange, bulldozer has rubber 
tracks - some retouching to each vehicle otherwise Good examples from the 1950s, 28"/71cm long. 

 £60 - £80 

2076. Tonka (USA) 1950s "State Hi-Way Department" Low Loader with Dragline Excavator - both vehicles are light green 
with black fittings, trailer includes winch with chain and both ramps.  Crane includes both rubber tracks, with controls for gravity 
operated grab - some age related wear and would benefit from further cleaning otherwise Good to Good Plus with Fair to Good 
illustrated card box.  Model has overall length with ramps out is 32"/84cm. 

 £80 - £120 

2077. Tonka (USA) 2830 large Articulated Low Loader and Trencher - both vehicles are of pressed steel construction and 
finished in yellow, truck has age related wear to loadbed and is otherwise Good to Good Plus, trencher tractor load is yellow, 
with black fittings and rubber tracks, would benefit from more detailed cleaning but is otherwise Good Plus to Excellent, overall 
length 27"/68cm long - in Poor to Fair card box. 

 £60 - £70 

2078. Buddy L (USA) Express Line pressed steel Semi-Truck with Van Trailer - based on 1930s toy truck - this has been a 
professional restoration carried out by Jim Hartman in California to an Excellent standard, fitted with electric headlamps and 
opening rear doors, reproduction "Wrigley's Spearmint Chewing Gum" decals, 24"/60cm long. 

 £60 - £80 

2079. Buddy L (USA) Van Lines pressed steel Semi-Truck - circa 1940s, finished in orange with black roof, some retouching 
particularly to cab roof and rear of trailer, trailer includes opening rear tailgate, some reproduction stickers attached, truck fitted 
with steerable front wheels, repainted trailer roof otherwise a Good scarce impressive example being 30"/76cm long. 

 £60 - £80 

2080. Nylint (USA) 8410 "U-Haul Maxi Mover" Truck with Van Body - circa 1960s, scarce item with orange cab, metallic grey 
Luton type van body, fitted with plastic roller shutter door to rear, some light storage wear to roof otherwise generally Excellent, 
19"/48cm long - in Good Plus open card window box 

 £50 - £70 
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2081. Nylint (USA) boxed and unboxed American Trucks with Semi-Trailers - unboxed items to include 21"/53cm GMC 
Cabover Truck with Trailer in "Liptons Tea Bags" livery with roller shutter door to rear. Other vehicles include "Old Smokey" 
road train type truck with 2 x trailers, truck and trailer in "Bandag" blue livery and Iron Horse Express and larger scale Auto 
Repair Vintage Breakdown Truck (faded plastic jib) - generally Good to Excellent.  Boxed trucks comprise 9186Z Cabover 
Truck finished in yellow with "Kraft Velveeta" livery and large scale "Firestone" 18-wheeler, 24.5"/62cm long - would benefit from 
more detailed cleaning and finished in brown with opening rear roller shutter door - conditions are generally Excellent in Good 
to Good Plus open sided window boxes. (7) 

 £60 - £70 

2082. Gama (Germany) 1950s tinplate Low Loader Truck with Container - this friction drive Tractor Unit has orange cab with 
blue chassis, steerable front wheels together with blue Low Loader Trailer and opening rear ramp.  Also includes "Continental" 
Container with opening doors at each end - Good Plus to Excellent, 19"/48cm long. 

 £60 - £70 

2083. Lines Bros (Triang UK) 1937 large 16"/41cm clockwork Car - impressive large scale item finished in cherry red, black 
cycle type wings and baseplate, clockwork motor in working order with brake and key, all four wheels including rear spare still 
have rubber sleeve to represent the tyres, model is wired for electric headlamps - some light age related wear coming through 
on bonnet but does include separately attached replacement windscreen with brackets, black interior has been repainted and 
model has been fitted with Meccano type steering wheel but still overall a Good scarce example which is hard to find in this 
condition. 

 £300 - £400 

2084. Smith & Cavey (UK) 1920s tinplate "General" Open Top Bus - tin printed in red, with passenger detail to windows, 
includes spiral staircase to rear and uniformed driver, spoked wheels, with seating to top deck, some age related wear but 
overall generally a Good example for display, 8"/20cm long. 

 £380 - £460 

2085. Burnett (Chad Valley UK) scarce tinplate "Royal Mail" Van circa 1920 - dark red/black, includes uniformed driver, 
registration number BL810", back door has been sympathetically repainted and does include opening door catch, spoked 
wheels, includes clockwork motor with integral key but spring needs attention - some age related wear but otherwise Good, the 
first such example that Vectis has had. 

 £460 - £540 

2086. Lehmann (Germany) 679 ITO tinplate Car - red, black roof, includes uniformed chauffeur figure, spoked wheels, lacks 
clockwork motor but does have steerable front wheels and is otherwise Good for display, 7"/18cm long. 

 £180 - £260 

2087. Hornby pre-war tinplate Speedboat "Coronation" issue - scarce clockwork example finished in red with cream deck.  
This issue has applied transfer to bow celebrating the coronation in 1937 with profile portraits of King George VI and Queen 
Elizabeth within a laurel wreath.  With non-standard key, clockwork motor is in working order driving the rear propeller and is 
fitted with rudder and working brake - Good together with Poor to Fair illustrated box (lacks all end flaps). 

 £40 - £60 

2088. German tinplate pre-war Crocodile novelty - featuring tinplate clockwork 15"/37cm Crocodile - in working order, with 
permanent key, head has snapping action, black character in grass skirt riding on back - some age related wear to edges but 
overall Good to Good Plus scarce example. 

 £100 - £130 
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2089. Model Ships, Mantua Models Kit Built Large Scale [Approx'1/50th Scale] Model, comprising: A Mississippi River Paddle 
Steamer, "Matthew V. Spress" of The River Prince Company - Tennessee / New Orleans. With Glazed Wheelhouse, Decorative 
Deck Rails, Glazed Cabins on Two Upper Decks, Companionways, Derricks and Boarding Gangways, Animal Stalls, Rotating 
Stern Wheel and Other Details, Finished in Red, White and Natural Varnished Wood Complete with Stand. Length: 43 Inches / 
110cm - Height [Including Stand] 22 Inches / 56cm. Wooden Construction with Corded Rigging. Minor display wear otherwise 
generally Excellent overall. 

 £40 - £50 

2090. Model Ships, comprising: Billings Boats [Denmark] Large Scale [Special Edition 1/00th Scale] Kit Built Wooden Model 
of the Chilean Navy Schooner Esmeralda, Circa, 1946. With Glazed Wheelhouse, Decorative Deck Rails, Full Rigging, 
Lifeboats, Etc. Finished in White, Green and Natural Varnished Wood Complete with Stand. Length: 45 Inches / 114cm - Height 
[Including Stand] 22.5 Inches / 57cm. Minor display wear otherwise generally Excellent overall. [Limited Edition: 1/500] 

 £30 - £50 

2091. Model Ships, comprising: A Large Scale [Approx' 1/75th Scale] Kit Built Wooden Model of a 17th Century French 
Warship Most Likely the St. Louis, Circa, 1620's. Length:30 Inches / 76cm - Height [Including Stand] 32 Inches / 81cm. Wooden 
Construction with Linen Flags, Corded Rigging & Metal Cannons, Fittings, Etc. Minor display wear otherwise generally Excellent 
overall. 

 £40 - £50 

2092. Triang (UK) "Panda Police Patrol" Pedal Car - large pressed steel model dating from the later 1960's, with CHE 4531 
registration number, finished in blue with white trim and large bright plated front grille assembly, lacks some of the hub caps and 
the windscreen, and is missing its original steering wheel but does come with a blue flashing light to the bonnet and is otherwise 
Fair, the blue paint finish is generally Good, 34"/86cm long. 

 £70 - £90 

2093. Bing (Germany) tinplate clockwork 3-Funnelled Liner - metallic copper coloured lower hull, black upper, white/yellow 
super structure, lacks lifeboat and rear flag, plus both masts have been repainted otherwise clockwork motor is in working order 
with key and does include rear propeller and rudder - Good overall, 11"/28cm long. 

 £100 - £150 

2094. Triang Minic and Wells Brimtoy tinplate Buses (1) Triang Minic Push and Go Routemaster Bus - faded red paintwork, 
Minic and Pedal Motors advertising, later issue fitted with Spot-On tyres - otherwise Fair to Good; Wells Brimtoy Pocket Toy 
tinplate Buses comprising of (2) Push and Go red Double Decker and (3) clockwork Greenline Single Decker with opening side 
door - missing key but motor is in working order - Good to Excellent. (3) 

 £60 - £70 

2095. FROG Mark IV Interceptor Fighter Aeroplane "With Foreign Markings" - scarce example, the aluminium fuselage body 
is finished in US Army green, paper wings and US markings.  Also includes white painted propeller, various tools, oil bottle and 
clockwork winding mechanism - unchecked for completeness but generally Good in Fair illustrated box. 

 £40 - £60 

2096. FROG Mark IV Interceptor Fighter with painted fuselage, bright plated with black upper, black painted wooden 
propeller, box includes flying and maintenance manual, winding mechanism, oil bottle and some tools together with printed 
paper wings - unchecked for completeness but appears Good Plus including illustrated box.  Also in this lot is FROG 500K 
Series 1/36 scale model Aircraft Construction Kit with formed card fuselage parts and other components - unchecked for 
completeness but appears Good in Fair illustrated box, with sheet of plans marked "Mustang P51-D". (2) 

 £40 - £60 
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2097. FROG, a pair of Mark IV Single Seat Fighter Kits - each kit has aluminium fuselage with clear plastic cockpit canopy 
cover, printed paper wings with RAF roundels, together with red plastic propeller, various tools and fittings, oil bottles 
etc. - unchecked for completeness but contents appear Good Plus in Good to Good Plus illustrated card boxes with parts list 
and instruction manual dated 1960. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

2098. Warneford, Appleby's and other lesser known model aircraft kits circa 1950's - Warneford Models include 2 x "Moth" 
and "Demon".  Each kit contains formed tissue type wings with RAF roundels, other components include wheels and tail plane, 
with some instruction sheet.  Other kits comprise "Speed Demon" printed model aircraft (this kit was produced for Quaker Oats 
Limited as printed on box) together with Appleby's Tom-Tit and "L'Oiseau de France" kit for Gordon Bennett Coupe - with 
formed wings and tubular fuselage and some wheels - unchecked for completeness but contents appear Good in Fair to Good 
assorted boxes - some unusual kits. (6) 

 £60 - £70 

2099. Fenwood Bowen Limited/Jetex "FB 109" Delta Wing Day Fighter - ready to fly kit, painted balsa wood, includes some 
accessories, with Jetex motor to underside, fuel tablets and instructions.  Aircraft has 10"/25cm wing span.  Also includes 
British made Griffon "Round The Pole" Flying Model comprising of made up balsa wood model made for elastic band 
propulsion, with instructions - unchecked for completeness but kits appear Good Plus in Good boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £40 

2100. FROG, a group of "Ready To Fly" models to include 2 x Buccaneer, Bantam with 25"/64cm wing span together with 2 x 
Spitfire kits - one with printed card fuselage, the other with larger scale blue plastic fuselage and 19"/48cm wing span, plus 
instructions - unchecked for completeness but appear Good to Excellent in Fair to Good illustrated boxes. (5) 

 £60 - £80 

2101. Burnett (Chad Valley UK) "Ubilda Loco" - scarce pre-war tinplate, clockwork kit for 4-4-2 Tank Locomotive - tinprinted in 
green, unchecked for completeness but does come with body parts and wheels etc. together with 4-wheeled clockwork driving 
mechanism - Excellent, scarce example - in Good Plus illustrated box with 8-sided catalogue depicting contemporary range. 

 £70 - £90 

2102. Chad Valley (UK) "Ubilda Locomotive" - tinplate, clockwork parts to build 4-4-2 LMS Tank Locomotive - unchecked for 
completeness but contents appear Excellent in Good Plus to Excellent illustrated post-war box. 

 £50 - £70 

2103. Chad Valley (UK) "Ubilda Touring Car" - kit with parts to build tinplate, clockwork 2-seater Open Top Car - unchecked 
for completeness but contains 4 x wheels, clockwork motor to rear axle, radiator grille, body parts, seats, running boards etc.  
Kit has had some use but otherwise Good to Good Plus in Good illustrated box. 

 £60 - £80 

2104. Burnett "Ubilda Airliner" - scarce pre-war kit comprising tinplate wings, fuselage and other parts, clockwork under 
carriage and some tools - to produce pre-war mechanically propelled airliner - unchecked for completeness but appears Good 
Plus to Excellent in Good Plus illustrated box and instruction sheet. 

 £60 - £80 

2105. Chad Valley/Knights Head Precision Models "Gantry Crane" - very scarce nut and bolt constructional kit with steel 
parts, some parts are marked with "Knights Head" motif.  Parts have had some use and are unchecked for completeness but 
include winding mechanism, wheeled trolley, ladle etc. and are generally Fair to Good in Fair card box with colourful label and 
instruction slip to underside of lid, the first such example that Vectis has had. 

 £60 - £80 
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2106. Burnett (Chad Valley UK) "Ubilda Mechanical Shovel" - very rare of kit with parts to build vintage Mechanical 
Shovel - green, red roof and jib - contents are unchecked for completeness but does include winding handle, tools, string and 
hook etc.  Parts are otherwise Good to Good Plus and are still strung onto backing card - in Good presentation box with 
colourful illustration to lid.  The first such example that Vectis has had. 

 £80 - £120 

2107. Bayko (UK) Building Outfit No.15 - scarce set dated 1962 comprising building blocks, pale green roof sections and 
dormer, dark brown end panels, baseplates, building rods, scarce pantile roof sections which are believed to have only been 
available in No.15 set.  One of the smaller slate roof sections is broken in half but otherwise kit is generally Good although 
would benefit from further cleaning, complete with instruction book "For Outfits 11, 12,13 and 14" and 4 x loose pages of Bayko 
"Special Models" leaflet featuring models built with the pantile roof - all in Fair card box with some inner card divisions. 

 £50 - £60 

2108. Meccano and other similar Construction Sets - to include Meccano No.10 Construction Sets to build military vehicles 
together with Meccano Junior Set A with plastic parts.  Similar construction sets include Rasti (Germany) Set No.3036, Gakken 
(Hong Kong) made up "Lunar Inchworm", Easter European "Mehanotechnika" double boxed set with components similar to 
Meccano.  Components in the lot are generally Fair to Excellent in Fair to Good Plus assorted packaging. (6) 

 £50 - £60 

2109. Ever Ready (UK) "Electric Underground Train Set" - scarce set from the 1950s produced for OO scale, with 3 x 
aluminium carriages finished in red "London Transport" livery, fitted with Triang type couplings, 12 x pieces of curved track, 
battery controller.  Some fatigue to metal power bogie of the driving car otherwise Good to Good Plus for display - in Good 
illustrated card box with instructions to underside of lid. 

 £50 - £70 

2110. Chad Valley, Victory, Falcon, Winfield Jigsaw Puzzles - 2 x vintage Chad Valley Great Western Railway puzzles 
named "Cheltenham Flyer" and "Historic Totnes"; other titles by other manufacturers include "Royal Scot", "Following The 
Train", "Garrett Traction Engine", "All Change" and others - unchecked for completeness but appear Good in Fair to Good 
illustrated boxes. (9) 

 £30 - £40 

2111. Star Yachts and other wooden Pond Yachts circa 1950s and 1960s - all have solid wooden hulls - Star Yachts include 
Northern Star 18"/45cm together with Endeavour Mk.I and SY3.  Also includes larger 23"/58cm Giner Yachts - Spanish made 
Pond Yacht with blue hull, scribed plank detail, plastic fittings and metal keel - all need masts and sails sorting but otherwise 
Fair to Good. (4) 

 £60 - £80 

2112. Scalex and Penguin assorted plastic Boats - Scalex models comprise 415S Electric Speedboat - red, white deck, some 
bright plated deck fittings, lacks flag and clear plastic windscreen requires straightening, with clean battery compartment, 
includes rudder and propeller, 15"/37cm long together with Scalex 8"/20cm "Jolly Boat" (lacks mast) and Penguin Series 4 Long 
Range clockwork Cabin Cruiser - green, white - untested but generally Good to Good Plus for display - in Fair car boxes. (3) 

 £30 - £50 

2113. Star Yachts "Star" Speedboat - scarce pre-war wooden boat finished in green/cream, tinplate windscreen surround and 
engine cover, lacks rudder and key, motor is in working order with propeller and brake, 15"/37cm long.  Also includes larger 
tinplate Pond Yacht marked "Chiado" - of simplistic construction and painted finish, with rudder, mast and sails - Good. (2) 

 £30 - £40 
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2114. Hornby "Racer III" pre-war tinplate Speedboat - early clockwork example which has been restored to a Good standard 
and finished in cream with red trim, no key but motor is in working order together with propeller and rudder, 18.5"/47cm long. 

 £30 - £50 

2115. Triang, Scalex and other assorted plastic Boats to include Triang "Burnham" and "Thames" clockwork Cabin Cruisers; 
Scalex 16"/41cm Pond Yacht "Diana" - Fair to Good, together with Penguin Drifter, 7.5"/19cm long - Fair including plain box.  
Also includes "Comet" Hong Kong made battery operated Speedboat - Fair. (5) 

 £30 - £40 

2116. Sutcliffe Models, a pair of tinplate, electric Speedboats (1) "Kestrel" - powder blue/white, includes rear flag - Fair; (2) 
"Merlin" - red with white deck, box contains broken pieces of rear flag - otherwise Good in Fair illustrated box.  Both are 
untested. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

2117. Sutcliffe Models, a group of tinplate Speedboats to include "Sprite" - Fair including box (lacks end flaps at one end) 
together with another - green/cream plus electric "Kestrel" - Fair. (3) 

 £30 - £50 

2118. Sutcliffe Models, a group of tinplate Submarines comprising "Unda Wunda", "Sea Wolf" and "Nautilus" - Fair basis for 
some restoration but all include rudder and propeller. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

2119. Sutcliffe Models "Racer I" early clockwork Speedboat - lacks rubber bung, motor runs but spring may require attention, 
includes propeller and rudder - Good in Fair (crushed) card box. 

 £30 - £50 

2120. Sutcliffe Models "Fury" clockwork Torpedo Boat - dark red, grey deck and super structure, includes separately applied 
mast and is in working order with key, propeller and rudder - Excellent Plus to Near Mint ex-shop stock example - in Fair to 
Good early card box. 

 £0 - £0 

2121. Sutcliffe Models "Bluebird" tinplate, clockwork Speedboat - later production ex-shop stock model - powder blue/cream, 
with key, motor in working order - a couple of minor corrosion spots appearing due to storage otherwise overall Excellent Plus 
example - in end of production plain card box with some inner packing.  Interestingly also includes company letter signed by JK 
Sutcliffe, the Director, illustrating some of the products still available in 1980. 

 £60 - £80 

2122. Sutcliffe Models "Valiant" tinplate, clockwork Battleship - scarce item from the end of production - grey with black lower 
hull, with key and separately applied mast and flag, motor in working order, complete with invoice from Sutcliffe Pressings 
Limited of Leeds dated 1980 and signed by JK Sutcliffe and individually wrapped stand.  Rudder and propeller are present.  
Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent illustrated box with inner packing.  

 £80 - £120 

2123. Sutcliffe Models "Commodore" clockwork Cruiser - dark red with white hull and super structure, lacks windscreen but 
does include separately applied mast, rear flag and rudder, motor in working order - Good in Fair card box. 

 £30 - £50 
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2124. Victory Industries, Harold Flory and other model Boats to include Victory Industries hot air powered "Miss England" 
Speedboat; Harold Flory battery operated aluminium boats include "Snipe" and "St Christopher"; also includes N Toys (Japan) 
tinplate Torpedo Boat - grey/red, lacks some deck fittings but does include strong gyro motor, propeller and rudder - Fair to 
Good Plus. (4) 

 £50 - £60 

2125. Elastolin, Hausser, Lineol or similar early Cannon in two-colour camouflage, lacks opening compartment to barrel and 
elevation control requires repair otherwise a Fair basis for some restoration, 14"/35cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

2126. Schuco 2000 Kommando Anno tinplate, clockwork Car - brown, with opening bonnet, steerable wheels, motor requires 
attention otherwise Good for display.  Also includes 2 x larger scale Triang Minic clockwork, plastic Cars - turquoise version 
which lacks seating but motor is in working order - otherwise Fair and powder blue version with red interior seating, motor 
requires attention otherwise Good for display. (3) 

 £40 - £50 

2127. Marklin or similar vintage Tri-Motor Type Aircraft constructed from nut and bolt construction set to a Good standard, 
14"/36cm wing span. 

 £40 - £50 

2128. Japanese and other assorted tinplate vehicles to include SSS Long Bonneted Friction Drive Lorry and 4 -wheeled 
Trailer, tinplate/plastic Fire Engine, 3 x Modern Toys vintage clockwork Cars together with larger scale model with musical 
movement, Ashai or similar Highway Patrol Car, Racing Car and Eastern European Tourist Bus - Fair to Good. (9) 

 £30 - £50 

2129. Triang and other British made tinplate toys - to include Triang Minic Bus - repainted roof, Codeg Convertible Car - red, 
some retouching, Triang pre-war clockwork Tractor, Wells or similar (unmarked) 8"/20cm Open Tourer Car, 2 x tinplate Farm 
Implements including Hay Rake and a "Jet-Car" with spring loaded mechanism - Fair.  (8) 

 £50 - £70 

2130. Triang (Lines Bros) 1937 wooden clockwork Ship "British Commerce" - red, white and blue and a black funnel, some 
retouching, the mast requires re-attaching, scarce clockwork version, untested but includes rudder and an anchor with chain to 
one side - a Fair basis for some restoration, 22"/56cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

2131. Arnold (made in the US Zone of Germany) 2500 Military Jeep - scarce tinplate clockwork model is military green, lacks 
rear spare wheel but includes the jerry can, composition driver, motor in working order with steerable front wheels - otherwise 
Good, 7"/17cm long. 

 £60 - £80 

2132. Alps (Japan) "Lucky 7 Dice Throwing Monkey" - brown plush covering with yellow plastic hat, includes Tiddlywinks, 
Dice and other plastic accessories, untested but with a clean battery compartment - Excellent, 11"/28cm long and comes in a 
Fair card box with inner packaging. 

 £30 - £40 

2133. Brimtoy, Codeg - to include a Brimtoy tinplate clockwork Train Set with British Railways red Steam Locomotive and 
Tender together with 2 x 4-wheel Carriages and a plastic oval of track; Codeg "Battery Operated Monorail Set" with red plastic 
rail car (needs attention) but comes with elevated Monorail sections and piers; Mettoy or similar "Mystery Express" tinprinted 
layout similar to Technofix with clockwork rail car - untested but generally Fair, all sets come in Fair illustrated boxes.  (3) 

 £50 - £70 
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2134. Baxtoy (UK) and other tinplate Trains and Train Sets - to include Baxtoy aluminium rail car and 3 further carriages 
together with an oval of track and a tunnel, battery operated. Also included is EGE (Spain) tinplate battery operated locomot ive, 
15.5"/39cm long; Ganda Yamuna Express  Train Set - Indian made with clockwork Tramcar and quantity of tinprinted track; 
Valtoy (Spain) tinplate Train Set comprising a friction drive Steam Locomotive with 2 x tinplate blue and red carriages and a 
Trenex Freight Train Set tinplate battery operated Locomotive, 2 x Wagons and a quantity of plastic curved and straight 
track - untested but generally Fair to Good Plus in Fair assorted packaging.  (5) 

 £50 - £60 

2135. Timpo (UK) "The Prairie Rocket" Wild West Train Set - comprising a larger scale plastic vintage Steam Locomotive with 
Tender together with engineer and stoker figures. Also contained in the set is a Caboose - Fair to Good including window box. 
Also included is a "Fiesta Brava" Spanish made plastic Bull Fighting Play Set - to include Bull, Horse and 6 x Matador figures in 
various poses together with a illustrated scenic backing card - Excellent in a Fair illustrated box.   (2) 

 £40 - £50 

2136. Faller, Paya, Buddy L and other tinplate and plastic assorted train Sets - to include a Faller (Germany) 3515 Mini Play 
Train with vintage Steam Locomotive, Open Carriages, track etc, some items require assembly but does include an unapplied 
decal sheet together with a Paya "Tren a Resorte" Train Set still sealed in cellophane with clockwork Steam Loco and 2 x 
carriages plus a Buddy L "Fast Freight" with clockwork Steam Locomotive, Tender and 2 x Wagons. Also included is a JYE 
clockwork Electric Train with 3 x Carriages and track and a battery operated Santa Fe battery operated Freight Train Set with 
track and wagons together with a Hong Kong plastic battery operated Mono Rail Set with rail car and track - untested but 
appear Good to Near Mint in Fair to Excellent packaging.  (6) 

 £50 - £70 

2137. Tippco (Tipp & Co of Germany) large tinplate "Rennwagen" Racing Car - scarce example circa 1930's, tinprinted with 
orange and red detail, balloon wheels, clockwork motor with integral key in working order, dating from the 1930's, lacks driver 
figure but does include the racing number 17 to each side. The radiator grille is tinprinted with registration number 
XV16339 - otherwise Good, 19"/48cm long. 

 £180 - £260 

2138. Tipp & Co (Tippco of Germany) 975 tinplate clockwork 2-door Coupe - this scarce large scale model car is 14.5"/37cm 
long and dates from circa 1930, two-tone cream/orange, both doors open with locking catch, lacks driver figure but fitted with 
balloon wheels balloon wheels, steerable front axle, some age related wear particularly to the top of the bonnet but the 
clockwork motor is in working order with integral key driving the back wheels, 15"/38cm long. 

 £300 - £500 

2139. Tippco (Tipp & Co of Germany) 9481 tinplate clockwork Limousine - scarce example circa 1930 with registration 
number PU9481 - tow-tone cream/orange, with green window surrounds, may lack a rear luggage rack or similar accessory but 
does include the uniformed chauffeur figure and the clockwork is in working order driving the rear balloon wheels, some age 
related wear but overall Good, 9"/23cm long. 

 £200 - £300 

2140. Gunthermann (Germany) large 4-door Saloon Car - circa 1930 - impressive tinplate clockwork example. Some age 
related wear, a repainted rear wing and the spare wheel is detached but present but the car is still fitted with electric headlamps 
(untested) and a clean battery compartment to the underside, the clockwork motor is in working order with an integral key 
driving the rear wheels - overall Good - still a Good scarce example, 14.5"/37cm long. 

 £300 - £500 

2141. Wells O' London large tinplate 4-door Car - very scarce example dating from 1930's of a tinplate 4-door Saloon in 
beige, with red/cream trim, wired for electric headlamps (no bulbs), steerable front axle, with green sliding sunshine roof, fitted 
with balloon wheels, red spare wheel cover mounted on the rear boot together with "ALW117" registration number, some age 
related wear but does include tinprinted interior seating and uniformed chauffeur figure - otherwise Good, 14.5/36cm long. 

 £300 - £400 
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2142. Wells (UK) 0815 tinplate clockwork Limousine - circa 1930, 6.5"/17cm long - yellow/black, fitted with a modern 
headlamp bulb to the radiator grille with a Simplistic battery compartment under the bonnet, clockwork motor in working order 
with integral key, some age related wear but does include the uniformed driver figure, lacks the headlamp switch and possibly 
other internal parts but otherwise a Good unusual example. 

 £100 - £150 

2143. Tipp & Co (Tippco Germany) 1950's friction drive Racing Car "Rennwagen" - metallic blue with red wheel hubs, bright 
plated hub caps and rubber tyres, includes plastic driver figure, friction drive in working order and fitted with a replacement aero 
windscreen, 11"/28cm long. 

 £70 - £90 

2144. JNF (Germany) tinplate Mercedes Racing Car - scarce friction drive example circa 1956 is metallic blue, with red 
cockpit interior and detailed instrument panel, steerable wheels, rubber tyres, bright plated parts, includes plastic racing driver 
figure, some age related wear and comes with a repro aero windscreen which is detached but present - otherwise a Good Plus 
bright example, 10"/26cm long. 

 £70 - £90 

2145. Tippco (Tipp & Co of Germany) "Monoposto" Mercedes Racing Car circa 1958 - impressive tinplate - silver, with racing 
number 2, the steering gear is disconnected but the front wheels can be posed for display, some age related wear but comes 
with a tinprinted racing driver, plastic wire wheels fitted with rubber tyres, circa 1958, 14"/36cm long - otherwise Good. 

 £100 - £130 

2146. Mettoy (UK) large tinplate Articulated Lorry - impressive commercial vehicle circa 1940's with clockwork motor driving 
the rear wheels of the tractor unit - violet blue with cream interior, opening rear tailgate to trailer, fitted with 8 x balloon wheels, 
some light age related wear otherwise generally Good Plus to Excellent overall for display and fitted with "TMC128" registrat ion 
number. 

 £80 - £120 

2147. Mettoy (UK) MG style tinplate Sports Car - circa 1950 - green/beige, fitted with balloon wheels including rear spare 
wheel, some age related wear but the clockwork motor is in working order with integral key, tinprinted interior, dashboard and 
steering wheel - Good Plus, 8"/20cm long. 

 £50 - £70 

2148. Mettoy tinplate clockwork Fire Engine - impressive model circa 1940's is red, with 4 x seated uniformed firemen, 
rotating turntable and extending and elevating 2-secional ladder, scarce early production example fitted with battery operated 
spot-lamp to the bonnet and a clean battery compartment to underside (untested) but does come with yellow bumpers front  
and rear working clockwork motor with integral key, some light surface corrosion to rear platform - otherwise generally Good 
example, 14.5"/37cm long. 

 £100 - £150 

2149. Mettoy (UK) 3125 "Rapid Transport" Diesel Lorry - detailed tinprinting, includes tipping rear body with opening tailgate, 
clockwork motor in working order with integral key, tinprinted balloon wheels, some age related wear but overall a Good to 
Good Plus example, 11"/28cm long. 

 £80 - £100 

2150. Mettoy tinplate clockwork Fire Engine - scarce 1940's smaller scale example is red, with 5 x seated uniformed firemen, 
rotating turntable with 2-sectional ladder, wired for battery operated bonnet mounted spot-light, some age related wear but 
overall Good to Good Plus 13.5"/34cm long - otherwise generally Good. 

 £90 - £110 
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2151. Wells (UK) tinplate clockwork Fire Engine - scarce pre-war example with registration number M141 to rear - red, yellow 
2-sectional extending turntable ladder, comes with 3 x seated firemen figures (one is detached but present), tinprinted balloon 
wheels and clockwork operation in working order driving rear wheels - otherwise a Good Plus bright example, 10"/25cm long.  

 £80 - £120 

2152. Meccano Constructor Car No.2 - scarce pre-war tinplate clockwork model car, made-up as an Open Tourer, all red 
including tonneau and early type dished tinplate wheel hubs, blue seat and cycle wings, the rear tonneau cover has been 
professionally repainted and some cracking to the original rubber tyres - otherwise Good. The motor is in working order and 
does include an original male key together with a illustrated box lid marked "2-seater Sports Car" together with "Supplementary 
Instructions" paper slip and a "Tested and Guarantee" slip attached to the box dated 1936. 

 £300 - £400 

2153. Triang Minic and other assorted vehicles - Triang Minic tinplate clockwork models comprise a later issue Minic 
Transport Luton Van - blue/green, replacement rear panel fitted to van body and a maroon/cream post-war Caravan with 
opening door. Triang Minic Push & Go OO/HO vehicles comprise BMC Minibus, 2 x Ford 100E Van and a Singer Gazelle. Also 
included are a Hong Kong plastic approx 1/43rd scale Citroen DS and a Norev Simca Versailles plastic model car - Fair to 
Good Plus.  (8) 

 £50 - £60 

Specialist Large Scale Collection 

2154. ACME 1/18th scale A1806303 1964 Buick Riviera - pale gold metallic, white interior, chrome trim and wheel 
hubs - minor handling marks otherwise Near Mint with inner packing and an Excellent outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 

2155. ACME 1/18th scale A1806304 1963 Buick Riviera - dark metallic green, ivory interior, chrome trim and wheel 
hubs - generally Near Mint with inner packing and an Excellent Plus outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 

2156. ACME 1/18th scale A1808003 1957 Oldsmobile Super 88 - metallic blue/white, similar coloured interior, chrome trim 
and wheel hubs - generally Near Mint with inner packing and an Excellent Plus outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 

2157. ACME 1/18th scale A1806301 "Tommy Ivo" 1964 Buick Riviera - glossy dark red, black interior, chrome trim and 
hubs - Near Mint with certificate limited to 630 pieces with signature, with inner packing and an Excellent outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 

2158. ACME 1/18th scale GA1805607L 1970 Oldsmobile 442 - gloss black, black interior, metallic gold bonnet stripes, 
chrome trim and hubs - generally Near Mint with inner packing and a Good outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 

2159. ACME 1/18th scale A1807004 1957 Chevrolet Bel Air Hot Rod - metallic blue, white roof, black interior, chrome trim 
and 5-spoke wheels - generally Near Mint with inner packing and an Excellent Plus outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 
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2160. ACME 1/18th scale A1807005 1957 Chevrolet Bel Air Street-Strip - gloss red body, white roof, black interior, chrome 
trim and 5-spoke wheels - generally Near Mint to Mint in inner packing and an Excellent card box. 

 £50 - £70 

2161. ACME 1/18th scale A1805507 1970 SS396 Chevelle - light metallic green with black vinyl roof, black body stripes, 
black interior, chrome trim - Near Mint to Mint with inner packing and an Excellent outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 

2162. ACME 1/18th scale A1805403 1965 El Camino Pick-up Truck by Chevrolet "Brochure Cars" - red, red interior, chrome 
trim and hubs with engine and components load - Excellent Plus - paintwork slightly dull possibly from display, may improve 
with cleaning, with inner packing and a Good outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

2163. ACME 1/18th scale A1805408 1965 Chevrolet El Camino - dark metallic green, black interior, chrome trim and hubs - a 
few light handling marks but generally Near Mint with Excellent Plus outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 

2164. ACME 1/18th scale A1805405 1965 Chevrolet El Camino - dark red, black interior, chrome trim and hubs (possibly 
Danbury Mint issue) - Mint (was in sealed packaging) in a generally Good outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 

2165. ACME 1/18th scale A1807209 1971 Chevrolet C10 Pick-up Truck - grey-blue/white, similar interior, chrome trim and 
hubs - generally Near Mint with inner packing and Excellent outer card box (small crushing to one corner). 

 £50 - £70 

2166. ACME 1/18th scale A1806603 1967 Dodge Coronet R/T - gloss black, black interior, chrome trim and hubs - generally 
Near Mint with inner packing and Excellent Plus outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 

2167. ACME 1/18th scale A1806601 1967 Dodge Coronet R/T - metallic blue, black interior, chrome trim and 5-spoke 
wheels - generally Near Mint with inner packing and an Excellent Plus outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 

2168. ACME 1/18th scale A1801208 1966 Tiger Gold GTO "GR-RRR!" - metallic gold, black vinyl roof, black interior, chrome 
trim and hubs - generally Near Mint to Mint with inner packing and an Excellent outer card box (small crush marks to one 
corner). 

 £50 - £70 

2169. ACME 1/18th scale A1801204 1972 Le Mans GTO - metallic blue, white interior, chrome trim and 5-spoke 
wheels - Near Mint to Mint with inner packing and an Excellent outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 

2170. ACME (GMP) 1/18th scale G1801228 Double Lane GTO - orange, red body stripes, black interior, chrome trim and 
5-spoke wheels - previously displayed model, some dust, may improve with cleaning otherwise Excellent Plus with inner 
packing and a Good Plus outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 
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2171. ACME 1/18th scale A1805508VT 1970 Chevelle 454LS6 - white, black roof and body stripes, black interior, chrome 
trim and hubs - generally Near Mint to Mint with inner packing and Excellent outer card box (some crush marks to corners). 

 £50 - £70 

2172. ACME 1/18th scale A1805502 1970 Chevelle 454LS6 - orange body, black body stripes, black interior, chrome trim 
and hubs - generally Mint with inner packing and a Fair outer card box (complete but with scuff marks). 

 £40 - £50 

2173. ACME 1/18th scale 01805501 1970 Chevelle SS454 - gloss black with white body stripes, black interior, chrome trim 
and hubs (dusty from display) may improve with detailed cleaning otherwise Excellent with inner packing and Excellent outer 
card box. 

 £40 - £50 

2174. ACME 1/18th scale A1801207 1966 Pontiac GTO - dark metallic blue, off white interior, chrome trim and 
hubs - generally Near Mint to Mint with inner packing and an Excellent Plus outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 

2175. ACME 1/18th scale A1805505GC 1970 SS396 Chevelle - Exclusive Guycast Custom Run - pale metallic green with 
black body stripes, black interior, chrome trim and hubs - Near Mint to Mint with inner packing and Good outer card box (some 
small stains and marks). 

 £50 - £70 

2176. ACME 1/18th scale A1805204VT 1968 Pontiac Firebird - Exclusive Guycast Custom Run - dark metallic blue, black 
vinyl roof, black interior, chrome trim and hubs - generally Near Mint to Mint with inner packing and a Good outer card box 
(some small stains and marks). 

 £50 - £70 

2177. ACME 1/18th scale A1805604GC 1970 Oldsmobile 442W30 - Exclusive Guycast Custom Run - pale metallic silver 
body, black bonnet panels, black interior, chrome trim and hubs - Near Mint to Mint in a Good Plus outer card box (some small 
marks). 

 £50 - £70 

2178. ACME 1/18th scale 1968 Pontiac Firebird - dark metallic blue body, black interior, chrome trim and hubs - a few small 
handling marks otherwise Near Mint with inner packing and a Fair outer card box (heavy crushing to one end). 

 £40 - £50 

2179. ACME 1/18th scale A1806008N 2010 Dodge Challenger SRT8 "Nice Car Collection" - metallic bronze-gold, black body 
stripes, black interior, black trim and spoked wheels - generally Mint with inner packing and an Excellent outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 

2180. ACME 1/18th scale A1801816 1969 Ford Mustang Boss 302 - "Smokey Yunick" - gloss black/metallic gold, racing 
number 11, black interior, chrome trim - Near Mint to Mint with inner packing in a Good outer card box (some crushing and 
creasing to corners). 

 £50 - £70 

2181. ACME 1/18th scale A1807001 1957 Chevy Daytona Tribute Car "Smokey's" - gloss black/metallic gold, racing number 
3, black interior, chrome trim with gold hubs - generally Near Mint to Mint with inner packing and a Good Plus outer card box 
(small crush marks to corners). 

 £50 - £70 
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2182. ACME 1/18th scale A1801102 1964 Ford Thunderbolt "That's All She Wrote" - metallic blue, pale gold interior, chrome 
trim and hubs - Little "Georgia Shaker" - Mint in an Excellent Plus window box. 

 £50 - £70 

2183. ACME 1/18th scale A1800904 1940 Gasser Limited Edition Replica the S&S Sponsored "Filthy Forty" - driven by Pork 
Zartman - satin black finish, white body stripe, bonnet cut-out with exposed engine parts - Mint with inner packing and an 
Excellent outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

2184. GMP 1/18th scale G1803107 1970 Plymouth GTX - metallic blue, white roof, white body stripes, gloss blue interior, 
chrome trim and 5-spoke wheels - Near Mint to Mint with inner packing and a Near Mint outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 

2185. GMP 1/18th scale G1803101 1970 Plymouth GTX 440+6 - metallic bronze, black bonnet stripe, dark red interior, 
chrome trim and 5-spoke wheels - generally Near Mint with inner packing and a Good Plus outer card box (minor crush marks 
to some corners). 

 £50 - £70 

2186. GMP 1/18th scale G1803119 1970 Gator Grain Plymouth GTX - pale taupe, vinyl roof, black bonnet stripe, black 
interior with alloy 5-spoke wheels - dusty from display may improve with detailed cleaning - Excellent Plus with inner packing 
and a Good outer card box (some crushing to corners). 

 £50 - £70 

2187. GMP 1/18th scale boxed pair (1) 7631 Gary Bettenhausen Thermo-King Dirt Champ - auto air conditioning Indianapolis 
Race Car - metallic blue, racing number 8; (2) G1800505 "Raceweld Co 'Inc" - yellow, racing number 31 - Joe Saldana - Near 
Mint to Mint in Near Mint boxes with Excellent outer transit cartons. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

2188. Autoart 1/18th scale 72521 HSV Y Series Senator Signature - Turbine Grey - Near Mint with inner packing, certificate 
and a Good outer card box (some grubby marks). 

 £40 - £50 

2189. Autoart 1/18th scale 72725 Ford XA Falcon GT Hardtop Coupe - Summer Gold - metallic gold, black bonnet, black 
interior, chrome trim and alloy 5-spoke wheels - generally Near Mint with inner packing, certificate and an Excellent outer card 
box. 

 £50 - £70 

2190. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18618 Holden FC Special - Olinda Green over Adobe Beige - limited edition model 
(850 limit) - generally Mint with certificate, inner packing and Excellent outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 

2191. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18553 Holden EHS4 - Amberley Blue, off white roof, chrome trim and wheel 
hubs - some display dust may improve with cleaning, possibly missing aerial, with certificate, inner packing - Excellent Plus 
outer box and Good transit carton. 

 £40 - £50 

2192. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18693 Holden EH Special - Eden Blue limited edition (750) - dark blue, off white roof, 
gloss blue interior, chrome trim and wheel hubs - small chrome side flash is loose just requires small adhesive fix, minor 
handling marks - otherwise Excellent Plus with certificate, inner packing  - Near Mint outer card box and Excellent transit 
carton. 

 £50 - £70 
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2193. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18321 Holden EH Special S4 - 1964 Australian Touring Car Championship - blue, 
white body stripes, racing number 4 "Neptune Racing Team" - generally Near Mint with certificate, inner packing in a Good 
outer card box (tear to one end flap) and a Good outer transit carton. 

 £50 - £70 

2194. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18605 Holden HR Premier - Landale Gold metallic - white roof, brown interior, 
chrome trim and hubs - generally Mint with certificate and inner packing, Excellent Plus outer card box and Good transit carton. 

 £50 - £70 

2195. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18662 Holden LJ Torana XU-1 GTR "Lone O'Ranger - orange body, black interior, 
chrome trim and alloy 5-spoke wheels - generally Mint with inner packing, certificate (950 limit) - Near Mint outer card box and 
an Excellent outer transit carton. 

 £50 - £70 

2196. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18680 Holden LJ Torana XU-1 GTR - Dublin Green - metallic green, black interior, 
chrome trim and alloy 5-spoke wheels - generally Mint with inner packing, certificate (750 limit), Near Mint outer card box and 
Excellent outer transit carton. 

 £50 - £70 

2197. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18479 Holden HZ GTS - Atlantis Blue metallic, black and texture patterned interior, 
metallic blue 5-spoke wheels - very minor marks to bonnet otherwise Near Mint with inner packing, certificate (1000 limit), 
Excellent outer card box (small crushing to one corner) and a Good outer transit carton. 

 £50 - £70 

2198. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18543 Holden HZ GTS - Super Mint metallic, black and texture patterned interior, 
chrome trim, metallic green 5-spoke wheels - Mint with inner packing, certificate (650 limit, Near Mint outer card box and 
Excellent outer transit carton. 

 £50 - £70 

2199. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale Holden HT Monaro - gloss black, black interior, chrome trim and alloy 
wheels - generally Near Mint to Mint with inner packing, certificate (720 limit) - Near Mint outer card box and Excellent transit 
carton. 

 £50 - £70 

2200. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18287 Holden HJ Monaro GTS - jade green metallic, fawn interior, chrome trim and 
5-spoke alloy wheels - generally Near Mint with inner packing, certificate, Excellent outer card box (minor crushing to corners) 
and a Good outer transit carton. 

 £50 - £70 

2201. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18341 Holden HX Monaro GTS - Absinth Yellow with black stripes, 5-spoke alloy 
wheels - dusty from display may improve with detailed cleaning otherwise Excellent with inner packing, certificate, Near Mint 
outer card box and Good transit outer carton. 

 £40 - £50 

2202. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18660 Holden HX Monaro GTS - Mandarin Red with black stripes and alloy 5-spoke 
wheels - generally Mint with inner packing, certificate (750 limit), Excellent outer card box (very small tear to end flap) and Good 
outer transit carton. 

 £50 - £70 
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2203. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18675 Holden HQ GTS Monaro - Monterey Green with white stripes, cream and 
patterned interior, alloy 5-spoke wheels - Mint with inner packing, certificate (625 limit), Near Mint outer card box and Good 
transit carton. 

 £50 - £70 

2204. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18664 Holden HJ GTS Monaro - Jamaica Lime, black interior, chrome trim and 
5-spoke alloy wheels - generally Mint with inner packing, certificate (750 limit), Near Mint outer card box and Good transit 
carton. 

 £50 - £70 

2205. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18214 Holden HJ Monaro GTS - Deauville Blue - metallic blue, black interior, chrome 
trim and alloy wheels - generally Mint with inner packing, certificate, Near Mint box and Good transit carton. 

 £50 - £70 

2206. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18218 Holden HZ Monaro GTS - Palais White, red and black pin stripes, 
brown/patterned interior and alloy wheels - generally Mint with inner packing, certificate, Near Mint outer card box and an 
Excellent transit carton. 

 £50 - £70 

2207. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18217 Holden HX LE Monaro GTS - metallic crimson with gold stripes, dark red 
interior and gold alloy wheels - some light display or handling marks - Excellent Plus to Near Mint with inner packing certificate, 
Near Mint outer card box and Excellent transit carton. 

 £50 - £70 

2208. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18154 Holden HT Monaro - 1972 Sandown 3rd Place - yellow, racing number 
40 - Norm Beechey - some light dust and light display marks otherwise Excellent to Excellent Plus with inner packing, certificate 
and an Excellent outer card box. 

 £40 - £60 

2209. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18462 Holden LJ XU-1 Torana - 1974 Touring Car Championship Winner - red/white, 
racing number 2, "Holden Dealer Team" - generally Near Mint with inner packing, certificate and a Near Mint outer card box and 
a Good transit carton. 

 £50 - £70 

2210. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18320 Holden LJ XU-1 Torana - 1972 Bathurst - red/white, black bonnet, racing 
number 24 "Holden Dealer Team" - dusty from display may improve with cleaning - Excellent with inner packing, certificate, 
Excellent Plus outer card box and Good transit carton. 

 £40 - £60 

2211. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18551 Ford XR GT Falcon - Avis White, black interior, chrome trim and hubs - a little 
dusty from display may improve with cleaning - Excellent Plus with inner packing, certificate, Good Plus outer card box and 
Good transit carton. 

 £40 - £60 

2212. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18288 Ford XY Falcon Phase III GT-HO - Electric Blue, black bonnet stripes, black 
interior, chrome trim and alloy 5-spoke wheels - Near Mint to Mint with inner packing, certificate in an Excellent outer card box 
and Good transit carton. 

 £50 - £70 
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2213. Classic Carlectables 1/'18th scale 18527 Ford XY Falcon Phase III GT-HO - Track Red, black bonnet stripes, black 
interior, chrome trim and 5-spoke alloy wheels - generally Mint with inner packing, certificate, Near Mint outer card box and 
Good transit carton. 

 £50 - £70 

2214. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18676 Ford XY Falcon Phase III GT-HO - Vermillion Fire, black bonnet stripes, black 
interior, chrome trim and 5-spoke alloy wheels - generally Mint with inner packing, certificate (850 limit) with a Near Mint outer 
card box and an Excellent outer transit carton. 

 £50 - £70 

2215. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18439 Ford XY Falcon Phase III GT-HO - Nugget Gold, black bonnet stripes, black 
interior, chrome trim and alloy 5-spoke wheels - broken aerial, a little display dust and marks otherwise Excellent with inner 
packing, certificate, Good Plus outer card box and Excellent transit carton. 

 £40 - £60 

2216. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18269 Ford XB Falcon GT Hardtop 1976 ATCC Championship Winner - red, gold 
bonnet, racing number 2 - a little dull and dusty from display, may improve with cleaning - Excellent Plus with inner packing 
certificate, Excellent Plus outer card box and Good transit carton. 

 £40 - £60 

2217. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18210 The GT/HO Super Falcon - 1972 Bathurst ATC Round 3 Winner - white, green 
body stripes, racing number 10 - generally Near Mint with inner packing, certificate and a Good outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 

2218. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18266 Ford XB GT Falcon 1974 Bathurst - blue, black interior, racing number 33 and 
alloy wheels, limited edition (1100 pieces) - a few small handling marks otherwise Near Mint with inner packing, Excellent Plus 
outer card box and Good transit carton. 

 £50 - £70 

2219. Classic Carlectables 18369 Chrysler E38 Charger "Big Tank" - Blond Olive, black interior and body stripes, alloy 
wheels - Excellent Plus some light dust and display marks, may improve with cleaning, with inner packing, Excellent Plus outer 
card box and Good transit carton. 

 £40 - £60 

2220. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18544 1972 E38 Charger "Custom" - green metallic opal, silver body stripe, white 
interior and chrome 5-spoke wheels - steering linkage is loose but may just need clipping back in otherwise Excellent Plus with 
inner packing, an Excellent Plus outer card box and a Good transit carton. 

 £40 - £60 

2221. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18492 1972 E49 R/T Charger "Small Tank" - Alpine White, black body stripe and 
interior, alloy wheels - some very light dusty marks otherwise Near Mint, limited edition (1000 pieces) with inner packing, 
Excellent outer card box and Good transit carton. 

 £50 - £70 

2222. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18639 "Leo Leonard's" E49 Charger - the fastest production car in New 
Zealand - mustard dark yellow, white and black body stripes, racing number 211, limited edition (500 pieces) - generally Near 
Mint with inner packing, Near Mint outer card box and Good transit carton. 

 £50 - £70 
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2223. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18538 Chrysler VJ Charger Highway Patrol Car - white, brown interior, roof lights and 
"NSW Police" logos, limited edition (1100 pieces) - some display dust may improve with cleaning otherwise Excellent with inner 
packing, Excellent Plus outer card box and Good transit carton. 

 £40 - £60 

2224. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18441 Chrysler E38 Charger "Big Tank" - Hemi Orange, black bonnet panels and 
interior, black body stripe and alloy wheels - some light dust display marks may improve with cleaning otherwise Excellent Plus 
with inner packing, Good Plus outer card box and Good transit carton. 

 £40 - £60 

2225. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18491 1966 Ford Mustang "Custom" - metallic black, orange-red body stripes, dark 
cream interior, chrome trim and 5-spoke wheels - a few light marks otherwise Near Mint with inner packing, Near Mint outer 
card box and Good transit carton. 

 £50 - £70 

2226. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18076 "Bob Jane's" 1969 ZL-1 Camaro - orange, racing number 7 - some dusty 
marks may improve with cleaning otherwise Excellent Plus with inner packing, Near Mint outer card box and Good transit 
carton. 

 £40 - £60 

2227. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18495 Holden VK Commodore 1985 Bathurst HDT - white/blue/red, racing number 7, 
"Mobil" logos - John Harvey/David Parsons - generally Mint with inner packing, Excellent outer card box (a few light marks to 
one edge) and Good transit carton. 

 £50 - £70 

2228. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18589 Holden VP Commodore 1992 Bathurst - white, racing number 5, "Mobil" 
logos - Brock/Reuter - generally Mint with inner packing, Near Mint outer card box and Good transit carton. 

 £50 - £70 

2229. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18449 Matich A50 1971 Australian Grand Prix Winner - orange, racing number 1, 
limited edition (750 pieces) - a few light dusty marks otherwise Excellent Plus with inner packing, Near Mint outer card box and 
Good transit carton. 

 £40 - £60 

2230. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18203 "Jason Bargwanna's" Year 2005 Larkham Motor Sport BA Falcon - metallic 
silver/blue, racing number 10 - a few dusty display marks may improve with cleaning otherwise Excellent Plus - limited edition 
(500 pieces) with inner packing and Excellent outer card box. 

 £40 - £60 

2231. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18346 Garth Tander's Year 2007 "Championship Winner" - Toll HSV Dealer Team 
VE Commodore - orange/black, racing number 16 - some light display dust may improve with cleaning - otherwise Excellent 
Plus with inner packing, Near Mint outer card box and Excellent transit carton. 

 £40 - £60 

2232. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale boxed pair (1) 182802 Jamie Whincup's Year 2007 Team Vodafone BF 
Falcon - fluorescent orange/silver, racing number 88 (rear spoiler needs small adhesive repair, (2) 18192 FPV GT-P 
Mk.2 - black, silver bonnet stripes, alloy wheels - generally Excellent both would benefit from light cleaning with inner packing 
and Good to Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 
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2233. Exoto 1/18th scale Grand Prix Classics - Ferrari 312T - polished chrome finish, cockpit and engine cover in 
packaging - some small display marks generally Excellent Plus with inner packing, Near Mint outer card box and Good transit 
carton. 

 £50 - £70 

2234. Exoto 1/18th scale Grand Prix Classics - Renault RE-20 Turbo - yellow/chrome, racing number 16, cockpit and engine 
cover in packaging - a few light marks otherwise Near Mint with inner packing, Near Mint outer card box and Good transit 
carton. 

 £50 - £70 

2235. Exoto 1/18th scale Grand Prix Classics Lotus Ford 72E - black/gold, racing number 2, "John Player 
Special" - Peterson - minor handling marks otherwise Near Mint with inner packing, Near Mint outer card box and Good transit 
carton. 

 £60 - £80 

2236. Exoto 1/18th scale Grand Prix Classics Ferrari 3+2 T2 - red/chrome, racing number 1 - Niki Lauda - some light dust 
from display may improve with cleaning, with inner packing, Near Mint outer card box and Good transit carton. 

 £50 - £70 

2237. Exoto 1/18th scale Grand Prix Classics Renault RE-20 Turbo - yellow/white/chrome, racing number 15 - J.P. 
Jabouille - generally Near Mint with inner packing, cockpit and engine cover in packaging, Excellent Plus outer card box and 
Good transit carton. 

 £50 - £70 

2238. Exoto 1/18th scale Grand Prix Classics boxed pair (1) Renault RE-20 Turbo - yellow/white/chrome, racing number 
16 - Arnoux, (2) Williams Renault FW14B - blue/white/yellow, racing number 6 - both models very dusty from display may 
improve with cleaning - otherwise Excellent with inner packing and Good to Excellent outer card boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

2239. Exoto 1/18th scale 18214 Racing Legends Lola T70 - white with red body stripes, racing number 8 with 2 x detachable 
front end body parts - a few minor marks generally Near Mint with inner packing, Good Plus outer card box and Good transit 
carton. 

 £60 - £80 

2240. Exoto 1/18th scale 18056 Ford GT40 Mk.4 1967 Le Mans - Lloyd Ruby/Denny Hulme - yellow with black body 
stripes - some light dust from display may improve with cleaning - does have loose grille section that needs refitting with inner 
packing, Near Mint outer card box and Good transit carton. 

 £50 - £70 

2241. Exoto 1/18th scale 18126 1962 Shelby Cobra - red, racing number 198, first racing victory - some light dust from 
display may improve with detailed cleaning otherwise Excellent with inner packing, Near Mint outer box and Good transit carton. 

 £50 - £70 

2242. Exoto 1/18th scale 18128 Cobra 289 - black, tan seats and spoked wire wheels - some light dust from display may 
improve with detailed cleaning - Excellent Plus with inner packing, Near Mint outer box and Good transit carton. 

 £50 - £70 

2243. Exoto 1/18th scale 18122 Cobra 260 - red, racing number 98 - slightly dusty from display may improve with cleaning 
otherwise - Excellent Plus with inner packing, Near Mint outer card box and Good transit carton. 

 £50 - £70 
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2244. Exoto 1/18th scale 18027 Corvette Grand Sport - metallic blue, racing number 14 - slightly dusty from display may 
improve with cleaning - Excellent Plus with inner packing, Near Mint outer card box and Good transit carton. 

 £50 - £70 

2245. Exoto 1/18th scale 18090 Porsche 934 RSR - dark red metallic, black interior with gold wheel hubs - some light 
handling marks - Excellent Plus to Near Mint with inner packing, Excellent outer card box and Good transit carton. 

 £50 - £70 

2246. Exoto 1/18th scale 18033 Standox Exclusive Line "Stingray on the Rocks" - Imola Ice - metallic blue-green flip paint 
finish - some light dust from display may improve with cleaning - Excellent Plus with inner packing, Excellent Plus outer card 
box and Good transit carton. 

 £60 - £80 

2247. Exoto 1/18th scale Standox Exclusive Line Ferrari 312B 1971 - Monza Red, racing number 6 - Mario Andretti - heavy 
dust from display may improve with detailed cleaning otherwise Excellent with inner packing and a Good Plus outer card box. 

 £40 - £60 

2248. BBR Models (Italy) 1/18th scale Cars - 1813B Ferrari 330 GT 2+2 Old Timer Grand Prix 2005 - metallic grey, cream 
interior, spoked wired wheels, limited edition 18 of 48 - Mint with Near Mint rigid perspex case, outer card box and a Good outer 
transit sleeve. 

 £120 - £160 

2249. BBR Models (Italy) 1/18th scale BBR1814C Ferrari 365 California 1966 - metallic light blue, black interior, chrome trim 
and spoked wire wheels, limited edition 119 of 200 - generally Mint with Near Mint box and Good outer transit sleeve. 

 £120 - £160 

2250. BBR Models (Italy) 1/18th scale BBR1821 Ferrari 500 Superfast 1964 - light metallic blue, cream interior, chrome trim 
and spoked wire wheels - limited edition 43 of 150 - generally Mint with Excellent box. 

 £120 - £160 

2251. BBR Models (Italy) 1/18th scale P18112DV 1984 Ferrari 288 GTO - metallic light blue, black interior, 5-spoke wheels, 
limited edition 22 of 24 - generally Mint with Near Mint rigid perspex case and outer box with a Good transit carton. 

 £120 - £160 

2252. BBR Concept 18 1/18th scale BBRC1829A Alfa Romeo Giulia Veloce - Paris Auto Show 2016 - blue Misano (metallic 
blue), limited edition 34 of 159 - generally Mint with Near Mint box and Good outer sleeve. 

 £120 - £160 

2253. BBR Models 1/18th scale VET18021TA Display Case for 1/18th scale BBR base - 325 x 164 x 130mm - rigid perspex 
case cover only designed for leatherette base x 2 - generally Mint in Near Mint boxes. 

 £30 - £50 

2254. BBR Models 1/18th scale HE180021 Ferrari 512 BB LM 1979 - red, blank racing number - generally Near Mint in a 
Near Mint hinged box and a Good outer sleeve (tear to one end). 

 £60 - £80 
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2255. MR Collection Models 1/18th scale handbuilt Bugatti Chiron - two-tone metallic gold/dark brown carbon effect finish 
mounted on leatherette base - unfortunately offside wing mirror has detached but is present for adhesive repair in a generally 
Near Mint rigid perspex case and Excellent Plus outer box. 

 £70 - £90 

2256. Tecnomodel Mythos 1/18th scale Bizzarrini P538 Press Version 1965 - red, black interior and alloy wheels, limited 
edition 91 of 100 - generally Near Mint in an Excellent lift off lid box with a Good outer sleeve. 

 £60 - £80 

2257. Tecnomodel Mythos 1/18th scale Maserati Barchetta A6 GCS 1953 - green, white interior with dark brown seats, 
spoked wire wheels, limited edition 34 of 50 - generally Near Mint in an Excellent lift off lid box and Good outer sleeve. 

 £60 - £80 

2258. TRL Models 1/18th scale 1968 Ferrari 350 P4 Can Am - dark red, black and darker red interior, gold 5-spoke 
wheels - limited to 100 pieces - generally Mint in Excellent hinged presentation box.  

 £60 - £80 

2259. TRL models 1/18th scale Ferrari 250 Monza - dark red, pale blue interior with tan seat, spoked wire wheels - Mint in 
Excellent hinged presentation box. 

 £60 - £80 

2260. Look Smart Models 1/18th scale Ferrari Portofino - dark metallic blue, cream interior, 5-spoke wheels - generally Mint 
with a Near Mint rigid perspex case, leatherette base and Excellent lift off lid box (some scuffing to base). 

 £60 - £80 

2261. AIO Scale Models 1/18th scale Alfa Romeo 33.2 Special P 1969 - red, black interior, alloy wheels - Mint mounted on 
metal effect base with a Near Mint lift off lid box and Good outer sleeve. 

 £60 - £80 

2262. Neo Models NEO18115 Facel Vega - Facel II Coupe 2-door 1963 - metallic red, pale peach interior, chrome trim and 
wire wheels - generally Near Mint in a Good hinged presentation box (splits to two corners) with Good outer sleeve. 

 £60 - £80 

2263. Matrix Models 1/18th scale MXL0604-031 1958 Ferrari 250 GT Coupe Pininfarina - metallic silver with gloss black roof, 
dark red interior, chrome trim and wire wheels - generally Mint with inner packing and Excellent outer card box. 

 £70 - £90 

2264. Minichamps 1/18th scale "First Class Collection" - Maserati Mistral Spyder 1964 Limited Edition 333 of 999 
pieces - generally Mint in an Excellent Plus lift off lid box and Good outer card sleeve. 

 £70 - £90 

2265. Minichamps 1/18th scale "First Class Collection" 1964 Maserati Mistral Spyder - dark metallic blue, tan interior, black 
folded hood, chrome trim and wire wheels, limited edition 140 of 999 pieces - generally Mint in a Near Mint lift off lid box and a 
Good outer card sleeve. 

 £70 - £90 

2266. Minichamps 1/18th scale "First Class Collection" Maserati Mistral 1963 - black, blue-grey interior, chrome trim and 
spoked wire wheels, limited edition 089 of 250 pieces - generally Mint in an Excellent Plus lift off lid box with Good outer card 
sleeve. 

 £70 - £90 
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2267. Minichamps 1/18th scale 100139951 1954 Bentley S2 - white, dark red interior, chrome trim and hubs - unfortunately 
drivers side wing mirror is broken and doesn't appear present for repair - otherwise Excellent in a Good Plus hinged 
presentation box. 

 £40 - £60 

2268. Autoart 1/18th scale 87504 Alfa Romeo 33 TT12 1975 1000km Monza Winner - red, racing number 
2 - Merzario/Lafitte - generally Near Mint with inner packing, certificate and a Fair outer card box (some crushing to corners). 

 £60 - £80 

2269. Autoart 1/18th scale 89770 Porsche 911 GT1 1997 - black, gold spoked wheels - additional body sections sealed in 
packaging - Mint with information leaflet and Excellent outer card box. 

 £60 - £80 

2270. Autoart or similar 1/18th scale boxed pair (1) 80430304362 BMW 330i Touring - metallic charcoal black, beige interior 
and alloy wheels, (2) 80430308414 BMW 5ER Touring BMW 5 Series Estate Car - dark metallic grey - both models dusty from 
display may improve with cleaning otherwise Excellent with inner packing and generally Good outer card boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £80 

2271. Kyosho 1/18th scale BL1295 Bentley Mulsanne Speed Marlin - metallic blue, black/cream interior, chrome trim and 
5-spoke wheels - a few light marks otherwise Near Mint with inner packing and a Good outer card box (does have some 
scuffing). 

 £50 - £70 

2272. Kyosho 1/18th scale 08861TG Rolls-Royce Phantom Coupe - Darkest Tungsten, dark brown interior, chrome 
trim - unfortunately interior seats are loose requires some attention - otherwise appears generally Excellent with inner packing 
and Good outer card box (crushing to one corner). 

 £40 - £60 

2273. Kyosho 1/18th scale 08254S Nissan Skyline 2000 GT-R (KPGC110) Sports Wide Wheel - metallic silver, black interior, 
black trim and alloy wheels - some minor dust or display marks otherwise Excellent Plus with inner packing and a Good Plus 
card box (some scuff marks to one side). 

 £50 - £70 

2274. Kyosho 1/18th scale Audi Collection boxed pair (1) Audi R8 - dark blue, silver body panels, grey interior, alloy wheels, 
(2) similar but metallic grey with silver body panels, black interior, some light dust or display marks may improve with 
cleaning- Excellent Plus to Near Mint with inner packing and Good to Good Plus card boxes. (2) 

 £60 - £80 

2275. Kyosho 1/18th scale Dealership issue BMW 325ti Compact - metallic pale blue, grey interior, alloy wheels - generally 
Near Mint with inner packing and Good outer card box. 

 £40 - £60 

2276. Samurai (Kyosho) 1/18th scale KSR18019BK Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution Final Edition - black - some light 
dust - Excellent Plus with inner packing with an Excellent outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 

2277. Kyosho Audi Collection 1/18th scale - Audi R8 5.2 FSI Quattro - metallic blue, silver panels, black interior and alloy 
wheels, very minor marks - otherwise Near Mint with inner packing and a Good Plus outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 
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2278. Kyosho 1/18th scale 09213BL Audi R8 - dark metallic blue, silver panels, grey interior and alloy wheels - generally 
Near Mint with inner packing and an Excellent outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 

2279. GT Autos 1/18th scale 11004MB Volkswagen Phaeton - metallic black, beige interior, chrome trim and wheels, some 
light dust from display - Excellent Plus with inner packing and a Good outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

2280. GT Spirit (GTS Models) GT738 Porsche 928 GTS - black, tan interior and alloy wheels - minor dust from 
display - Excellent Plus with inner packing, Excellent Plus outer card box and a Good plain brown transit carton. 

 £50 - £70 

2281. GT Spirit (GTS Models) 1/18th scale GT011CS Porsche 911 Carrera 2.7 - metallic bronze, black interior and 5-spoke 
alloy wheels - minor dust or display marks - Excellent Plus with inner packing and an Excellent outer card box (small crush mark 
to one corner). 

 £50 - £70 

2282. GT Spirit (GTS Models) 1/18th scale GT006CS Porsche 928 GTS - metallic blue, black interior and 5-spoke alloy 
wheels - minor handling or display marks otherwise Excellent Plus with inner packing and an Excellent outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 

2283. Japanese Dealership Issue 1/18th scale Mazda 6 - metallic blue, black interior, alloy wheels - Mint first time out of 
packaging in a Good Plus outer card box (some scuffs to base). 

 £30 - £50 

2284. Autoart (Biante) - Holden VY Commodore - orange/white, racing number 50 "PWR Performance Products" as raced by 
Jason Bright - generally Near Mint with certificate, inner packing and Good Plus outer card box (slight discolour to one end).  

 £50 - £70 

2285. Japan Dealership Issue 1/18th scale Honda All New Spirior - black, dark grey interior - model still has original transit 
packaging - generally Near Mint in a Good Plus hinged presentation box (some scuffs to base). 

 £40 - £60 

2286. Biante Model Cars 1/18th scale Holden VN Commodore SS Group A - Holden Racing Team 1991 Tooheys 
1000 - drivers Brad Jones/Neil Crompton - white/black, racing number 7 - generally Mint with certificate limited edition of 400, 
inner packing and a Good Plus outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 

2287. Biante Model Cars 1/18th scale - Holden VN Commodore SS Group A 1991 Tooheys 1000 Special Edition (1000 
V8) - black, grey interior - generally Mint with inner packing and an Excellent outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 

2288. Biante Model Cars 1/18th scale 1986 Holden VL Commodore SS Group A - maroon, grey interior, 5-spoke 
wheels - dusty from display may improve with cleaning with inner packing, certificate and Excellent outer card box. 

 £40 - £60 
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2289. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18197 FPV F6 Tornado Pick-up Truck - metallic silver, black interior, very light 
display dust - otherwise Near Mint with inner packing, certificate limited edition of 500 pieces, inner packing and a Good outer 
card box (heavy scuffing and creasing).  

 £40 - £60 

2290. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18431 "Jack Daniels" Racing VE Commodore - Rick Kelly Year 2010 - black, racing 
number 15 - heavy dust from display may improve with cleaning with inner packing, limited edition certificate (550 
pieces) - Excellent Plus outer card box and Good transit carton. 

 £40 - £60 

2291. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18544 1972 E38 Charger "Custom" - green metallic opal, silver body stripe, cream 
interior and 5-spoke cream wheels - generally Mint with inner packing, certificate (1000 pieces), Fair outer card box (end flap 
torn and detached) and a Good outer transit carton. 

 £40 - £60 

2292. Classic Carlectables 1/18th scale 18491 1966 Ford Mustang "Custom" - black, orange body stripes, beige interior, 
chrome trim - generally Mint with inner packing, limited edition certificate (1000 pieces), Excellent outer card box (minor 
crushing to two corners) and a Good outer transit carton. 

 £50 - £70 

2293. GMP 1/18th scale G1803101 1970 Plymouth GTX 440+6 - metallic bronze, black bonnet panel, dark red interior, 
chrome trim - generally Near Mint with inner packing and a Good outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 

2294. Carousel 1/18th scale 4901 Coyote 1967 Indianapolis 500 Winner - orange-red, racing number 14 - A.J. 
Foyt/Sheraton/Thompson Coyote - generally Near Mint in an Excellent box with certificate. 

 £50 - £70 

2295. GMP 1/18th scale 12023 McLaren MB8 High Wing - orange, racing number 1 - Dan Gurney - generally Near Mint with 
inner packing, Near Mint outer card box and a Good transit carton. 

 £50 - £70 

2296. Kyosho 1/18th scale boxed pair (1) 08313MN Lamborghini Miura P400 SV - black, black interior and alloy wheels, (2) 
08743BL Mini Cooper S John Cooper Works - metallic blue, black roof and interior - generally Excellent both have some dust 
from display, may improve with cleaning in Good to Excellent packaging. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

2297. Hot Wheels Elite 1/18th scale L7120-0510 1/18th scale Ferrari 612 Sessanta - two-tone grey/black, dark brown leather 
effect interior, mounted on plinth, limited edition model - generally Mint in a Good hinged presentation box (some scuffs to 
base). 

 £50 - £70 

2298. Racing Champions 1/18th scale "Matco Tools" (1) 1970 Dodge Charger R/T - dark red with black interior and pressed 
steel wheels, (2) 1968 Dodge Charger R/T - metallic blue with black interior and chrome 5-spoke wheels, (3) 1957 Chrysler 
300C - red, cream interior and chrome hubs - all have some dust from display - may improve with cleaning Excellent to 
Excellent Plus in generally Good to Good Plus boxes. (3) 

 £60 - £80 
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2299. 1/18th scale pair (1) Exact Detail Replicas WCC408 Pontiac Firebird - metallic blue, cream interior, cream folded hood 
(in packaging) - generally Near Mint, (2) Precision Collection 100 32400M 1964 Ford Mustang Convertible - metallic blue, gloss 
blue interior and cream folded hood - some dust from display may improve with cleaning - Excellent with inner packing and 
generally Good boxes. 

 £50 - £70 

2300. 1/18th scale pair (1) Action Models AC8089100 Ford Ranger 2000 Pick-up Truck - red, grey interior, black trim and 
alloy wheels, (2) Dealership Issue 1/18th scale model - Buick Regal - black, beige interior - dusty from display may improve with 
cleaning - Excellent to Excellent Plus with inner packing and generally Good boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

2301. Highway 61 1/18th scale pair (1) 50348 1953 Kaiser Manhattan - dark red with grey roof, (2) 50425 Dodge 
Coronet - metallic turquoise, white interior and vinyl roof - both models dusty from display may improve with cleaning in 
generally Fair to Good window boxes. (2) 

 £30 - £50 

2302. Highway 61 1/18th scale boxed pair (1) 5042 Dodge Coronet - metallic turquoise, white interior and vinyl roof (slight 
discolour to roof), (2) 1957 Chevy Bel Air Sedan - metallic mauve, cream interior and white roof - Excellent to Near Mint in Fair 
to Good window boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

2303. Highway 61 1/18th scale pair (1) 50284 1967 Dodge Coronet R/T - metallic dark red, similar interior, chrome trim and 
hubs, (2) 50285 similar but black including interior - generally Near Mint in Good to Good Plus window boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

2304. Highway 61 1/18th scale boxed pair (1) 50743 1967 Dodge Coronet R/T - white, gloss blue interior, chrome trim and 
hubs, (2) 50736 1968 Dodge Dart - maroon, white interior, chrome trim and hubs - generally Near Mint in Good to Good Plus 
boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

2305. Highway 61 1/18th scale pair (1) 50369 1964 Buick Riviera - metallic silver, blue interior, chrome trim and hubs, (2) 
50373 similar but metallic blue - Near Mint to Mint in generally Good boxes (some slight colour fading to card). (2) 

 £50 - £70 

2306. Highway 61 1/18th scale pair (1) 1964 Dodge 330 Series Sedan - metallic blue, dark cream interior, chrome trim and 
hubs, (2) 50681 1964 Buick Riviera - white, blue interior, chrome trim and hubs - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus 
window boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

2307. Highway 61 1/18th scale pair (1) 50354 1966 Oldsmobile 4-4-2 - metallic silver-blue, black vinyl roof, black interior, 
chrome trim and hubs, (2) 50108 similar but black, white roof and dark red interior - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus 
boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

2308. Highway 61 1/18th scale pair (1) 1970 Dodge Challenger - burnt orange, black body stripe and bonnet, black interior, 
chrome trim and hubs, (2) 1967 Chevy ZL-1 Camaro - white, black interior - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 
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2309. Highway 61 1/18th scale pair (1) 50501 1967 Plymouth Satellite - metallic blue, black vinyl roof, silver interior, chrome 
trim and hubs, (2) 50378 similar but metallic turquoise blue - Near Mint to Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

2310. Highway 61 1/18th scale pair (1) 1969 Plymouth Barracuda - metallic blue, gloss blue interior, chrome trim, (2) 1957 
Oldsmobile Super 88 - black, cream body stripe, similar interior, chrome trim and hubs (appears to have slightly dull 
finish) - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

2311. Highway 61 1/18th scale (1) 50282 1967 Dodge Coronet R/T - metallic dark green, black interior, chrome trim and hubs 
(possibly dusty from display), (2) 50378 1967 Plymouth Satellite - metallic turquoise blue, silver interior, chrome trim and 
hubs - Excellent to Near Mint in Good to Good Plus window boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

2312. Highway 61 1/18th scale boxed pair (1) 1970 Ford Mustang - dark metallic green, white body panel, black interior, 
chrome trim and hubs - dull and a little dusty from display may improve with cleaning, (2) 50584 1966 Pontiac GTO 
Hardtop - metallic blue, cream interior, chrome trim and hubs - Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good window boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

2313. Highway 61 1/18th scale pair (1) 50409 - metallic blue, black interior, chrome trim, (2) 50466SC 1971 Plymouth 
Cuda - lime green, off white interior, chrome trim - a little dusty from display may improve with cleaning - Excellent Plus to Near 
Mint in Good to Good Plus boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

2314. Highway 61 50935 1972 Chevy Fleetside Pick-up - metallic blue, black interior and rear cover, chrome trim and 
hubs - generally Near Mint in a Good Plus window box. 

 £40 - £50 

2315. Highway 61 1/18th scale HWY-18016 1969 Ford Mustang Boss 429 "John Wick" - metallic silver, black body stripes, 
black interior, chrome trim and hubs - Near Mint in Excellent Plus window box. 

 £40 - £50 

2316. Pair of 1/18th scale American Muscle Cars (1) 1966 Chevrolet Chevelle SS396 - metallic blue, silver/gold interior, 
chrome trim and hubs, (2) Auto World 1966 Chevy Chevelle SS396 - metallic silver-blue, white interior, chrome trim and 
hubs - generally Mint in Good Plus to Excellent window boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

2317. A group of 1/18th scale rigid Perspex Cases with black plastic base, approx dimensions 38cm x 18cm x 19cm - all four 
in Excellent condition appear unused with shrink wrap packaging. 

 £30 - £50 

2318. Sun Star 1/18th scale 5163 1959 Mercury Park Lane Hardtop - Marble White/Golden Beige - Mint first time out of 
packaging with inner packing and a Good outer card box (some creases). 

 £40 - £60 

2319. Precision Miniatures 1/18th scale 1950 Ford Crestliner - pale green with black body panels and roof, green interior, 
chrome trim and hubs - slightly dusty from display may improve with cleaning - Excellent Plus with inner packing and a Good 
outer card box. 

 £30 - £50 
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2320. Cesval Models 1937 Duesenberg SJ Town Car by Rollson 1/18th scale model - half open - black with lavender interior, 
chrome trim and spoked wire wheels - appears generally Near Mint (rear bumper is a loose fit in one clip), with certificate 
No.061 of 300 pieces with inner packing, a Fair to Good outer card box. 

 £40 - £60 

2321. Paragon Models 1/18th scale PA98323R Jaguar Mk.II 1968 3.8 Gunmetal RHD - generally Mint with inner packing, 
accessory tool, certificate and Excellent outer box. 

 £50 - £70 

2322. Top Marques Collectables 1/18th scale Jaguar XJ220 Limited Edition 150 pieces - metallic turquoise green, cream 
interior - rear spoiler requires light adhesive fix - Excellent Plus mounted on plinth in an Excellent box and Good outer sleeve. 

 £60 - £80 

2323. Dealership 1/18th scale model - Citroen DS4S - metallic bronze-red, tan interior - Mint still sealed in packaging in an 
Excellent window box. 

 £30 - £50 

2324. GT Autos 1/18th scale Land Rover Range Rover - metallic black, grey interior, metallic silver body stripes - drivers seat 
has become loose inside model, slightly dusty from display may improve with cleaning, with inner packing and a Good outer 
card box. 

 £30 - £50 

2325. Almost Real 1/18th scale 810204 Land Rover Defender 90 Heritage Edition - 2015 - sage green, white roof, dark 
cream interior - Mint with inner packing and certificate and Excellent outer card box. 

 £100 - £120 

2326. Almost Real 1/18th scale Land Rover Range Rover 1970 - blue, tan interior, alloy wheels - generally Mint with inner 
packing and certificate and a Good outer card box (heavy crushing to one corner. 

 £80 - £100 

2327. Schuco (Germany) 1/18th scale 450035000 Mercedes-Benz 280 SL Cabriolet - metallic silver, dark red interior, chrome 
trim and hubs - generally Mint with inner packing (detachable hood in packaging), limited edition metal stand, information book 
and a Good Plus card box (crease to one end). 

 £50 - £70 

2328. Schuco (Germany) 1/18th scale 450036100 1973 Porsche 911S Coupe - gold metallic, black interior, chrome trim and 
alloy wheels - generally Mint with inner packing and Excellent outer card box. 

 £40 - £60 

2329. GMP 1/12th scale 12071 McLaren/Amon Ford GT40 Mk.II - gloss black, silver body stripes, racing number 2 - 1966 Le 
Mans Winner - small bonnet catch has broken however is present for small adhesive repair - otherwise appears Excellent Plus 
to Near Mint with inner packing, accessory tools - axle stands, spare wheels set, handling gloves and information 
booklet - Excellent card box and Good outer transit carton. 

 £120 - £160 

2330. GMP 1/18th scale G1202602 289 Cobra - metallic blue, black seats, chrome trim, spoked wire wheels - Excellent Plus 
to Near Mint with handling gloves, accessory tools, wheel sets, information booklet, inner packing, Excellent card box and Good 
transit carton. 

 £120 - £160 
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2331. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 1930 Bugatti Royal Coupe Napoleon - black with dark blue side panels, patterned interior, 
chrome trim and hubs - a little storage dust otherwise Near Mint with inner packing, certificate and information booklet and a 
Fair to Good transit carton. 

 £40 - £60 

2332. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 1933 Duesenberg J. Victoria - metallic blue body, black gloss chassis, black interior and 
hood, chrome trim and spoked wheels - minor storage dust otherwise Near Mint with certificate, information, paperwork etc and 
a Fair to Good outer transit carton. 

 £40 - £50 

2333. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 1921 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost - copper plated body, dark green seats, chrome trim and 
spoked wire wheels - minor storage dust otherwise Near Mint - without paperwork or certificates with inner packing and a Fair to 
Good outer transit box. 

 £40 - £60 

2334. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 1935 Auburn Boattail 851 Speeder - tow-tone green, includes removable plastic hood 
accessory - has been on display, unchecked for completeness but appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent packaging.  

 £40 - £50 

2335. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 1937 Alfa Romeo 2900B Limited Edition model - black, has been on display, unchecked for 
completeness but appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £50 

2336. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 1948 Chrysler Town and Country Limited Edition model - Wedgwood blue with wood effect 
trim - unchecked for completeness but appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent packaging.  

 £40 - £60 

2337. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 1957 Chevrolet Bel Air Limited Edition model car - metallic brown with cream 
roof - unchecked for completeness but appears Near Mint to Mint in Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

2338. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 1963 Chevrolet Impala Coupe Limited Edition model - red, with cream interior - unchecked 
for completeness but appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

2339. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 1968 Shelby GT 500KR Convertible - black with white hood, tan interior, rear aerial detached 
but present (inside the car), has been on display and would benefit from light cleaning, unchecked for completeness but 
appears Good Plus to Excellent including packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

2340. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 1939 Duesenberg Coupe Simone - two-tone metallic purple, has been on display, 
unchecked for completeness but appears Excellent Plus in Excellent packaging.  

 £40 - £60 

2341. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 1972 Oldsmobile 4-4-2 Limited Edition model - metallic green with white trim, has been on 
display, unchecked for completeness but appears Excellent Plus in Excellent packaging.  

 £40 - £60 
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2342. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 1970 Oldsmobile 4-4-2 - this version is metallic bronze with black trim, has been on display, 
unchecked for completeness but appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

2343. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 1972 Oldsmobile Indianapolis 500 Pace Car - cream, with black interior, has been on 
display, unchecked for completeness but appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint in an Excellent packaging. 

 £50 - £60 

2344. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 1963 Corvette - silver with red interior - unchecked for completeness but appears Near Mint 
in Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £50 

2345. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 1958 Plymouth Belvedere Limited Edition - tan with white/grey interior - unchecked for 
completeness but appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent packaging, comes with removable white plastic hood 
accessory. 

 £40 - £60 

2346. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale Shelby Cobra 427 S/C Limited Edition model - metallic blue with twin gold 
stripes - unchecked for completeness but appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

2347. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 1969 Camaro SS396 Limited Edition model - yellow with black trim, includes removable 
hood and folded hood plastic accessories - unchecked for completeness but otherwise appears Near Mint to Mint in Excellent 
packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

2348. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 2006 Corvette Z06 Limited Edition model - metallic burnt orange with black interior, 
unchecked for completeness but appears Near Mint to Mint in Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

2349. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 1969 Chevrolet Camaro Z28 - metallic blue/white with white interior, unchecked for 
completeness but appears Near Mint to Mint in Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

2350. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 1977 Pontiac Trans Am Limited Edition model - black with gold trim, this example has been 
on display and is unchecked for completeness although does include both removable roof panels (in the car) otherwise 
Excellent Plus to Near Mint in an Excellent illustrated box. 

 £40 - £60 

2351. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale Shelby Cobra 427 S/C - scarce example in brushed aluminium finish with black interior, 
racing number 98, has been on display and unchecked for completeness but does appear Excellent Plus to Near Mint in 
Excellent packaging including an illustrated box marked "Carroll Shelby".  

 £40 - £60 

2352. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 1966 Shelby GT 350 Limited Edition model - black, with gold stripes, black interior, has been 
on display and is unchecked for completeness but appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £60 
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2353. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 1969 Chevrolet Camaro Z28 - orange with black trim and interior, unchecked for 
completeness but appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good Plus packaging.  

 £40 - £50 

2354. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 1967 Ford Mustang Limited Edition model - metallic blue with beige interior, unchecked for 
completeness but appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

2355. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 1966 Shelby GT 350H Limited Edition model - metallic blue with double cream stripes, has 
been on display and would benefit from further cleaning, lacks aerial stalk and unchecked for completeness otherwise Excellent 
including packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

2356. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 1968 Chevelle SS396 Limited Edition model - metallic blue, unchecked for completeness but 
appears Near Mint to Mint in Excellent packaging.  

 £40 - £50 

2357. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale American Graffiti Deuce Coupe Limited Edition Hot Rod model - yellow with black interior, 
unchecked for completeness but appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

2358. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 1963 Chevrolet Impala Limited Edition model - metallic blue with black interior, unchecked 
for completeness but appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent packaging.  

 £40 - £60 

2359. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 1958 Plymouth Belvedere Limited Edition model - metallic turquoise with detailed interior, 
unchecked for completeness but appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

2360. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale "Carroll Shelby's Cobra 427 S/C Limited Edition model" - deep red with black interior, has 
been on display and unchecked for completeness but appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent packaging.  

 £40 - £60 

2361. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale "1967 Plymouth GTX Belvedere" in blue competition finish with racing number 43 - has been 
on display and would benefit from more detailed cleaning otherwise Excellent Plus in Excellent packaging.  

 £40 - £60 

2362. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 1961 Ford Country Squire Station Wagon - metallic green with "woodie" effect to sides, 
limited edition model, unchecked for completeness but appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint. 

 £40 - £60 

2363. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale Corvette "50th Anniversary Limited Edition Coupe" - Damson in colour, contrasting interior, 
would benefit from further cleaning due to having been on display but otherwise appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint in 
Excellent packaging and does include the removable roof panel accessory. 

 £40 - £60 

2364. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale "New York Checker Taxi Cab" - based on a 4-door Sedan, finished in yellow with black 
interior - would benefit from detailed cleaning due to having been on display otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent 
packaging. 

 £50 - £60 
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2365. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale "M1A1 Abrams Tank" - impressive military model Tank in 3-colour camouflage, unchecked 
for completeness, highly detailed model but otherwise appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint and includes the removable rear 
engine cover.  All is contained in Excellent packaging.  

 £70 - £80 

2366. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale "M1A1 Abrams Tank" in desert sand style 3-colour camouflage - unchecked for 
completeness, highly detailed model - otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint and does include the rear removable engine cover.  
All is contained in an Excellent illustrated box. 

 £70 - £80 

2367. Franklin Mint 1/32nd scale Peterbilt model 379 6-wheeled Articulated Tractor Unit - black, includes removable 
decorated roof panel, unchecked for completeness but appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint and comes in Fair to Good 
packaging. 

 £30 - £50 

2368. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 1996 Ford F150 Pick-up Truck - metallic green with grey trim - unchecked for completeness 
but appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Good packaging. 

 £40 - £50 

2369. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale 1962 Volkswagen Micro Bus - scarce example with salmon pink lower body and cream 
upper with interior, includes folding roof and opening rear boot, unchecked for completeness but appears Excellent Plus to Near 
Mint and comes in Good Plus packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

2370. Franklin Mint or similar 1/18th scale "Hispano-Suiza Tulipwood Speedster" - some loose parts to the base detached but 
present and unchecked for completeness but otherwise appears Excellent including packaging. 

 £30 - £40 

2371. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale BMW Z8 - red, with beige interior, unchecked for completeness and one wing mirror 
detached but present - otherwise Excellent including packaging. 

 £30 - £50 

2372. Franklin Mint 1/24th scale Corvette C5 Hardtop - metallic blue with black interior, unchecked for completeness but 
appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent packaging.  

 £30 - £50 

2373. Franklin Mint pair of 1/24th scale Rolls Royce Silver Ghost - both are silver with green interior, unchecked for 
completeness but appear otherwise Excellent to Excellent Plus, one comes in an Excellent clear perspex display case, the 
other has Fair to Good packaging with some paperwork. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

2374. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1958 Pontiac Bonneville Convertible Limited Edition model - metallic blue with blue trim, 
includes removable hood and folded hood accessories, unchecked for completeness but appears Near Mint to Mint in Excellent 
packaging. 

 £40 - £50 

2375. Danbury Mint 1969 Dodge Charger Pro Street - lime green, includes removable hood and trunk lid accessories, and 
unchecked for completeness otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £50 
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2376. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1969 Corvette ZL1 Coupe - pale yellow with black interior, unchecked for completeness but 
does include the removable roof panels and is otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £50 

2377. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1969 Dodge Charger - cream with black trim and interior, unchecked for completeness but 
otherwise appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent packaging.  

 £40 - £50 

2378. Danbury Mint 1957 Mercury Turnpike Cruiser - red upper, cream lower body and roof, matching interior, unchecked for 
completeness but appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £50 

2379. Danbury Mint 1965 Pontiac GTO "Gasser" - unusual orange tiger stripes effect with black interior, unchecked for 
completeness but appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £50 

2380. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1965 Chevrolet Corvette Convertible - deep metallic purple with biscuit interior, unchecked 
for completeness but appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £50 

2381. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1969 Chevrolet Corvette Convertible - red including interior, unchecked for completeness 
but appears Near Mint to Mint and comes with the removable hood accessory. 

 £40 - £50 

2382. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1962 Corvette - black including interior, unchecked for completeness but appears Near Mint 
to Mint in Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £50 

2383. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1970 Chevrolet Corvette Coupe - silver with black interior, unchecked for completeness but 
does include the two separately applied removable roof panels (in a compartment within the box) - otherwise Near Mint to Mint 
in Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £50 

2384. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1966 Chevrolet Corvette Coupe - Laguna Blue with matching interior, unchecked for 
completeness but appears Near Mint to Mint in Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

2385. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1967 Chevrolet Corvette Coupe - Sunfire Yellow with black interior, unchecked for 
completeness but appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £50 

2386. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1965 Chevrolet Corvette Coupe - Nassau Blue with white interior seating, unchecked for 
completeness but appears Near Mint to Mint in Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

2387. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1970 Ford Mustang Boss 429 - limited edition model - turquoise with cream interior, 
unchecked for completeness and has been on display otherwise Excellent to Excellent Plus in Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £50 
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2388. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1969 Dodge Super Bee - metallic brown with matching interior, unchecked for completeness 
but appears Near Mint to Mint in Excellent packaging.  

 £40 - £60 

2389. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1969 Ford Mustang Boss 429 - black including interior, unchecked for completeness and is 
a little dusty through display - otherwise Excellent including packaging. 

 £40 - £50 

2390. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1967 Corvette Coupe FSO - dark metallic green with matching interior, unchecked for 
completeness but appears Near Mint to Mint in Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

2391. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1931 Ford Model A Deluxe Roadster - black, with beige interior, green spoked wheels, 
unchecked for completeness but appears Near Mint to Mint in Excellent packaging. 

 £30 - £50 

2392. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1969 Pontiac GTO Coupe - metallic blue with cream interior, unchecked for completeness 
but appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent packaging.  

 £40 - £50 

2393. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1960 Chevrolet Impala Sport Coupe - metallic tan with matching interior, beige roof, 
unchecked for completeness and lacks the aerial from the front right hand wing - otherwise Excellent Plus in Excellent 
packaging. 

 £40 - £50 

2394. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1961 Ford Thunderbird Hardtop - pale beige with matching interior, unchecked for 
completeness but otherwise appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint (although would benefit from a light dusting due to having 
been on display) and comes in Excellent packaging.  

 £40 - £50 

2395. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1969 Pontiac GTO V Judge (The Judge) - orange with black interior, has been on display 
and is unchecked for completeness but appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent packaging.  

 £40 - £50 

2396. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1970 Corvette Convertible - metallic green with beige interior, includes removable plastic 
soft top accessory but is unchecked for completeness otherwise Near Mint to Mint in Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

2397. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1955 Chevrolet Bel Air - pale yellow with white trunk area, the rear spare wheel and cover 
requires re-attaching and is unchecked for completeness but does include the plastic hood accessories - otherwise Near Mint to 
Mint in Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

2398. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1970 Ford Mustang Mach 1 2-door Fastback Limited Edition model - yellow with black 
interior and trim, requires careful cleaning due to having been on display and is unchecked for completeness otherwise 
Excellent including packaging. 

 £40 - £50 
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2399. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale model of a 1935 Chevrolet Standard Sports Roadster - burgundy with brown interior and red 
spoked wheels, unchecked for completeness but does include the hood accessories otherwise Near Mint to Mint in Excellent 
packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

2400. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1963 Corvette "Pro Mod" - unusual model is light metallic blue with black interior, includes 
protruding engine detail to the front bonnet and aluminium rear fin detail, has been on display and would benefit from further 
cleaning otherwise Excellent including packaging.  

 £40 - £60 

2401. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1953 Buick Skylark - metallic brown with matching interior, lacks the wing mounted aerial 
and is unchecked for completeness and would benefit from further cleaning otherwise Excellent including packaging. 

 £40 - £50 

2402. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1957 Chevrolet Bel Air Sport Coupe - metallic black with matching interior, would benefit 
from further cleaning due to display and is unchecked for completeness otherwise Excellent Plus in Excellent packaging.  

 £40 - £60 

2403. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale "Bullitt" 1968 Ford Mustang GT - metallic green, with black interior, "taken from the film of 
the same name with possibly the most famous chase scene in movie history!"  Unchecked for completeness but appears 
Excellent Plus in an Excellent illustrated box. 

 £50 - £70 

2404. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1969 Dodge Super Bee Six Pack Limited Edition model - orange with black interior and trim, 
unchecked for completeness and a little dusty from display otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent packaging and 
comes with Accessory Pack with 4 x metal accessories. 

 £50 - £60 

2405. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1967 Camaro Z/28 Sport Coupe - metallic blue with black interior, unchecked for 
completeness but appears Near Mint to Mint in Excellent packaging. 

 £50 - £60 

2406. Danbury Mint 1955 Ford Crown Victoria Custom - scarce model is metallic turquoise with white interior and cream roof 
section, unchecked for completeness and a little dusty from display but does include the sunglasses accessory to the centre 
console of the interior and a plaque marked "Pharaohs" to rear, otherwise Near Mint to Mint in Excellent packaging.  

 £50 - £70 

2407. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1971 Ford Mustang Boss 351 - metallic grey with black trim and interior, unchecked for 
completeness but appears Near Mint to Mint in Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

2408. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1958 Chevrolet Impala Sport Coupe "50th Anniversary" - turquoise with matching interior, a 
little dusty due to display otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

2409. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1948 Chrysler New Yorker Convertible - maroon with contrasting interior, a little dusty and 
unchecked for completeness otherwise appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent packaging and does come with 
separately applied hood accessory. 

 £50 - £60 
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2410. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1967 Ford Mustang GT Convertible - limited edition model is cream, with maroon interior, 
unchecked for completeness and a little dusty, small paint chip to inside of wing near bonnet but does include the separately 
applied hood accessory - otherwise Excellent Plus and comes in Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

2411. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1965 Ford Mustang GT 2+2 Limited Edition model - dark green with a very pale green 
interior, front numberplate detached but present in the box and unchecked for completion otherwise Excellent Plus in Excellent 
packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

2412. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1953 Studebaker Commander Starliner - maroon with cream roof with matching interior, 
unchecked for completeness but appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

2413. Danbury Mint 1/24th 1958 Chevrolet Impala Sport Coupe - metallic blue with matching interior, unchecked for 
completeness but appears Excellent Plus in Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

2414. Danbury Mint 1/24th 1956 De Soto Sportsman Coupe Limited Edition model - metallic burgundy with matching roof and 
interior, unchecked for completeness and would benefit from light dusting otherwise appears Near Mint to Mint in Excellent 
packaging. 

 £50 - £60 

2415. Danbury Mint 1/24th 1968 Dodge Charger R/T Limited Edition model - burgundy with black interior, unchecked for 
completeness but appears Excellent to Near Mint in Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

2416. Danbury Mint 1/24th 1968 Dodge Charger "Bullitt" - scarce limited edition model taken from the film of the same name, 
would benefit from light dusting and unchecked for completeness otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent packaging.  

 £50 - £70 

2417. Danbury Mint 1/24th 1958 Chevrolet Impala Sport Coupe Limited Edition model - Sierra Gold/Arctic White, both rear 
aerials have a piece broken off and they are included in the box for re-attachment, unchecked for further 
completeness - otherwise Excellent including packaging. 

 £40 - £50 

2418. Danbury Mint 1/24th 1968 Chevrolet El Camino SS-396 Pick-up Truck - Limited Edition model - black, with burgundy 
interior, unchecked for completeness and has been on display otherwise Excellent Plus in Excellent packaging with plastic load 
area cover and other accessories. 

 £50 - £60 

2419. Danbury Mint 1/24th 1959 Chevrolet Impala Convertible - metallic turquoise with matching interior, unchecked for 
completeness but does include the separately applied white plastic hood accessory - otherwise Near Mint to Mint in Excellent 
packaging. 

 £50 - £60 

2420. Danbury Mint 1/24th 1967 Chevrolet Corvette Convertible - Rally Red with white interior, includes separately applied 
plastic roof accessory, although unchecked for further completeness but otherwise appears Near Mint to Mint in Excellent 
packaging. 

 £50 - £60 
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2421. Danbury Mint 1/24th 1971 Ford Mustang Mach 1 - metallic blue with silver trim, unchecked for completeness but 
appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint, unchecked for completeness but appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent 
packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

2422. Danbury Mint 1/24th 1969 Pontiac Trans Am - off white with blue trim and interior, could benefit from further cleaning 
due to display and unchecked for completeness otherwise appears Excellent Plus in Excellent packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

2423. Danbury Mint 1/24th 1957 Cadillac Eldorado Biarritz - shocking pink with off white/black interior, unchecked for 
completeness but appears Near Mint to Mint and includes the separately applied hood accessory.  All is contained in Excellent  
packaging. 

 £50 - £70 

2424. Danbury Mint 1/24th 1959 Cadillac Coupe De Ville - metallic blue and interior with white roof, unchecked for 
completeness but appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent packaging. 

 £50 - £70 

2425. Danbury Mint 1/24th 1958 Plymouth Fury in "Pro Street" finish - deep pink, with Mopar bonnet mounted air intake and 
aluminium rear fin accessories already fitted, has been on display and may benefit from careful light cleaning, unchecked for 
completeness but otherwise an Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent packaging. 

 £50 - £70 

2426. Danbury Mint 1/24th "James Bond 007 Aston Martin DB5" - metallic grey, with dark grey interior, includes various 
accessories, a little dusty from being on display, unchecked for completeness but otherwise appears Excellent Plus to Near 
Mint in Excellent packaging. 

 £80 - £100 

2427. Danbury Mint 1/24th 1969 Chevrolet Yenko Nova 427 - scarce limited edition example is metallic green with black roof 
and interior, unchecked for completeness but appears Near Mint to Mint and comes in Excellent packaging.  

 £50 - £70 

2428. Danbury Mint 1/24th 1957 Chevy Hardtop - scarce limited edition example is yellow, would benefit from detailed 
cleaning due to having been on display - otherwise and Excellent Plus scarce example which is unchecked for further 
completeness but does include the separately applied air intake accessory and comes in Excellent packaging.  

 £50 - £70 

2429. Danbury Mint 1/24th 1960 Chevrolet Impala Convertible - limited edition model is metallic blue with matching interior, 
includes both folded hood and (grubby) upright hood plastic accessories - has been on display and unchecked for 
completeness but otherwise Excellent including packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

2430. Danbury Mint 1/24th 1968 Pontiac GTO Convertible - metallic gold including interior seating, includes upright hood and 
folded hood separately applied accessories, unchecked for completeness but appears Excellent Plus to Near Mint in Excellent 
packaging. 

 £40 - £60 

2431. Danbury Mint 1/24th 1970 Yenko Nova 350 Deuce - scarce limited edition example is metallic blue with white flashes, 
black interior, unchecked for completeness but appears Near Mint to Mint in Excellent packaging.  

 £50 - £60 
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2432. Danbury Mint 1/24th 1969 Chevrolet Nova SS396 - black including interior, has been on display and would benefit from 
light cleaning, unchecked for completeness but appears Excellent Plus in Excellent packaging.  

 £40 - £60 

2433. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1971 Plymouth Hemi Cuda Convertible - white, black interior and body panels - convertible 
black roof in packaging - generally Near Mint with Excellent box. 

 £30 - £40 

2434. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1969 Dodge Super Bee - metallic silver, black vinyl roof, dark red interior, chrome 
trim - generally Near Mint in a Good Plus box. 

 £30 - £40 

2435. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1970 Ford Mustang Mach 1 - yellow, black interior, spoiler and bonnet panel - generally Mint 
in a Good Plus box. 

 £40 - £50 

2436. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1960 Cadillac Eldorado Biarritz - metallic silver-blue, light grey interior, chrome 
trim - convertible roof and folded roof in additional packaging - generally Near Mint in Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

2437. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1969 Chevelle SS-396 - pale yellow, black interior, chrome trim - a little dusty from 
display - Excellent Plus with certificate and Excellent box and packaging. 

 £40 - £50 

2438. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1957 Mercury Montclair Convertible - metallic blue, gloss blue/off white interior, chrome 
trim - additional convertible roof in packaging - generally Near Mint in a Good Plus box. 

 £40 - £50 

2439. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1958 Chrysler New Yorker Convertible - metallic maroon, pale gold/silver interior, chrome 
trim - convertible roof in packaging - a little light dust otherwise Near Mint in an Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

2440. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1966 Chevrolet C10 Pick-up Truck - pale metallic gold, light cream roof - generally Near 
Mint with Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

2441. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1968 Pontiac GTO Coupe - gloss black, pale gold interior, chrome trim - a little dusty from 
display may improve with cleaning - Excellent Plus with certificate, inner packing and Excellent outer card box. 

 £30 - £40 

2442. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1969 Dodge Daytona - cream body, dark red seats, red spoiler - a little storage dust 
otherwise Near Mint with an Excellent box. 

 £40 - £50 

2443. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1948 Buick Roadmaster Coupe - pale metallic green/metallic silver-grey, chrome 
trim - generally Near Mint in an Excellent box. 

 £30 - £40 
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2444. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1957 Studebaker Golden Hawk - metallic gold, cream flashes, gold interior and chrome 
trim - generally Near Mint in a Good Plus box. 

 £30 - £40 

2445. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1968 Chevrolet Chevelle SS-396 - red, black interior, chrome trim - Near Mint with inner 
packing and a Good outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

2446. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1957 Chrysler 300C Convertible - white body, white convertible roof, beige interior, chrome 
trim - dusty from display may improve with cleaning, also with folded hood in packaging - generally Excellent to Excellent Plus 
in a Good Plus box. 

 £30 - £40 

2447. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1941 Chevy Custom Rod - metallic maroon, dark maroon interior, chrome trim - a little 
display dust - convertible roof in packaging - Excellent Plus with inner packing and an Excellent outer card box. 

 £30 - £40 

2448. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1953 Buick Skylark Custom - two-tone gloss black/pale pink, off white/pink interior, chrome 
trim - convertible hood in packaging - very light dust otherwise Near Mint with a Good Plus box.  

 £30 - £40 

2449. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1950 Studebaker Champion Coupe - sea green, striped fabric interior, chrome trim - very 
light dust otherwise Near Mint with an Excellent box.  

 £30 - £40 

2450. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1969 Pontiac Firebird 400 - champagne gold, dark green interior, chrome trim - a little 
storage dust otherwise Near Mint with certificate, inner packing and Good Plus outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

2451. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1960 Cadillac Eldorado Seville - metallic dark champagne gold with light cream roof, gold 
interior and chrome trim - a little storage dust otherwise Near Mint with inner packing and Excellent outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

2452. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1965 Ford Mustang GT Fastback - metallic dark turquoise blue, similar interior, chrome 
trim - a little storage dust otherwise Near Mint with inner packing and Good Plus outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

2453. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1957 Ford Fairlane 500 Skyliner - two-tone green/cream, gold body stripe, two-tone green 
interior, chrome trim and hubs - a little storage dust otherwise Near Mint with inner packing and Good Plus outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

2454. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1969 Copo Camaro - metallic silver, black interior, chrome trim and hubs - generally Near 
Mint with inner packing and Good Plus outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

2455. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1968 Chevrolet Corvette - dark green, dark cream hood, black interior, chrome trim and 
hubs - slightly dusty from display may improve with cleaning in a Fair to Good box. 

 £30 - £40 
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2456. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1956 DeSoto Adventurer - black, metallic gold roof and body stripe, gold interior, chrome 
trim with gold hubs - a little dusty from display or storage - Excellent Plus with inner packing and a Good Plus outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

2457. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1970 Oldsmobile 442 W/30 - metallic blue, cream interior and folded hood, chrome 
trim - has additional windscreen - some light storage dust otherwise Near Mint with inner packing and Good Plus outer card 
box. 

 £30 - £40 

2458. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1969 Pontiac GTO Judge - yellow, dark red/black body stripe, black interior, chrome 
trim - dusty from display may improve with cleaning with inner packing and Good Plus outer card box. 

 £30 - £40 

2459. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1969 Dodge Daytona (440) - metallic green, white rear section and spoiler, cream 
interior - a few dust marks from display may improve with cleaning - Excellent Plus with inner packing and a Good Plus outer 
card box. 

 £30 - £40 

2460. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1954 Cadillac Coupe Deville - metallic dark grey, two-tone grey interior, chrome trim - a little 
storage dust otherwise Near Mint with inner packing and Good Plus outer card box. 

 £30 - £40 

2461. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1972 Corvette Convertible - metallic gold, black interior, chrome trim - a few light dust marks 
but generally Near Mint - convertible roof in packaging, in an Excellent outer card box. 

 £30 - £40 

2462. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1969 Dodge Charger R/T - pale yellow body, black rear body stripe, black interior, chrome 
trim - a few light dusty marks but may improve with cleaning - Excellent Plus with packaging and a Good Plus outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

2463. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1967 Pontiac GTO Hardtop - metallic purple, black interior, chrome trim - a few light 
handling marks otherwise Near Mint with inner packing and Good Plus outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

2464. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1959 Pontiac Bonneville Convertible - white body, striped interior, chrome trim - a little 
storage or display dust otherwise Near Mint - convertible hood in packaging with a Fair box (puncture mark to one edge). 

 £30 - £40 

2465. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1956 Buick Roadmaster Convertible - two-tone peach/white, white/black interior, chrome 
trim and hubs - generally Near Mint with inner packing and Good Plus outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

2466. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1958 Plymouth Fury - dark cream body, metallic gold body stripe, cream/gold striped 
interior, chrome trim - light dust from display may improve with cleaning - otherwise Excellent Plus with inner packing, certificate 
and Good outer card box. 

 £30 - £40 
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2467. Danbury Mint 1955 Nomad Street Machine - red, beige interior, chrome trim and pressed steel wheels - dusty from 
display may improve with cleaning - Excellent Plus with inner packing and a Good Plus outer card box. 

 £30 - £40 

2468. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1970 Plymouth Hemi Cuda Convertible - orange, black interior, silver bonnet scoop, chrome 
trim - a little light storage dust otherwise Near Mint - convertible hood in packaging with an Excellent outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

2469. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1953 Buick Estate Wagon - metallic green, woodwork effect panelling, green/cream interior, 
chrome trim - generally Near Mint with inner packing and a Good Plus outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

2470. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1963 Corvette Convertible - pale metallic blue, black interior, chrome trim and hubs - a few 
light handling marks but generally Near Mint with inner packing - convertible hood in packaging, Good Plus outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

2471. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 50th Anniversary 1957 Chrysler 300C Convertible - peach body, beige interior, chrome 
trim - a little light dust from display may improve with cleaning - convertible hood in packaging with a Good Plus outer card box. 

 £30 - £40 

2472. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1967 Ford Mustang Convertible - dark red, white interior, chrome trim - black convertible 
hood in packaging - some light display dust may improve with cleaning - Excellent Plus with inner packing and an Excellent 
outer card box. 

 £30 - £40 

2473. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1949 Oldsmobile 88 Coupe - metallic green, green/grey interior, chrome trim and 
hubs - generally Near Mint with inner packing, certificate and a Good Plus outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

2474. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1957 Chevy Pro Street Super Comp - metallic blue, chrome trim, exposed engine parts, 
additional body panels in packaging - light dust from display Excellent Plus with inner packing and an Excellent outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

2475. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 60th Anniversary Edition 1950 Ford Crestliner - two-tone brown, black vinyl roof, chrome 
trim and hubs - generally Near Mint with inner packing, certificate and Excellent outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

2476. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale Limited Edition 1958 Ford Thunderbird Coupe - metallic silver, black gloss roof, black/white 
interior, chrome trim and hubs - a little display or storage dust otherwise Near Mint - additional items in packaging with an 
Excellent outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

2477. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1958 Pontiac Bonneville Convertible - two-tone metallic blue, gloss blue interior, chrome 
trim - a minor amount of storage dust otherwise Mint - convertible blue hood in packaging with inner packing and an Excellent 
outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 
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2478. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1966 Ford Mustang GT Limited Edition - dark red, black interior, chrome trim and hubs - a 
few light display or handling marks otherwise Excellent Plus with inner packing and a Good Plus outer card box. 

 £30 - £40 

2479. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1968 Plymouth Road Runner - metallic blue, black roof, interior and bonnet panel, chrome 
trim - generally Mint with inner packing and a Good Plus outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

2480. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1969 Dodge Charger 500 Limited Edition - burnt orange body, black interior, black rear body 
stripe, chrome trim - some light storage or display dust otherwise Excellent Plus to Near Mint with inner packing and a Good 
outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

2481. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 40th Anniversary Edition 1969 Pontiac Firebird 400 - burnt orange body, pale silver interior, 
chrome trim and hubs - minor storage dust otherwise Near Mint with inner packing, certificate and Excellent outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

2482. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1963 Chevrolet Corvette Stingray Coupe - black, tan interior, chrome trim and hubs - a little 
storage or display dust otherwise Near Mint with inner packing and a Good Plus outer card box. 

 £30 - £40 

2483. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1967 Pontiac GTO Convertible - metallic turquoise blue, similar interior, chrome trim - a little 
dust from display may improve with cleaning, otherwise Excellent Plus - convertible hood in packaging with a Good Plus outer 
card box. 

 £30 - £40 

2484. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale 1958 Chrysler New Yorker Hardtop - metallic green body, lighter green roof, green interior, 
chrome trim - dusty from display may improve with cleaning otherwise Excellent Plus with inner packing and a Good Plus outer 
card box. 

 £40 - £50 

2485. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale Limited Edition 1964 Chevrolet Corvette Coupe - metallic gold, dark tan interior, chrome 
trim - generally Near Mint with certificate, inner packing and Excellent outer card box. 

 £40 - £50 

2486. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale Limited Edition 1957 Chrysler New Yorker Convertible - turquoise blue body, two-tone green 
interior, chrome trim - light dust from storage or display otherwise Excellent Plus with certificate, inner packing - convertible 
hood in packaging and a Good outer card box (some stains). 

 £40 - £50 

2487. Danbury Mint 1/24th scale Limited Edition 1955 Chevrolet Corvette - red body, white interior, chrome trim and 
hubs - very minor storage dust otherwise Near Mint with certificate, inner packing - convertible hood and side bars with 
certificate and an Excellent outer card box. 

 £30 - £40 

2488. GMP 1/24th scale 1970 GTO Judge Convertible - orange, thin red body stripes, black interior and convertible 
roof - folded roof in packaging - a few light dusty marks but otherwise Near Mint with inner packing, Near Mint outer card box 
and Good outer transit carton. 

 £40 - £60 
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2489. GMP 1/24th scale 1972 GTO 455 H.O. - metallic blue, white interior - a few light dusty marks otherwise Near Mint with 
inner packing, Near Mint outer card box and a Good outer transit carton. 

 £40 - £60 

2490. A pair of 1/24th scale models (1) Highway 61 50770 1970 Dodge Challenger - metallic purple, white interior, pressed 
steel wheels, (2) Danbury Mint 1960 Chevrolet Impala "Streamlined Baby" - Tangerine Flake, cream interior, chrome trim and 
wheel hubs - a little dusty from display with inner packing but no outer card box - Near Mint to Mint in generally Good 
packaging. (2) 

 £40 - £60 

2491. Hot Wheels Legends 17824 Funny Car Classic 2-model Set "The Snake" 1970 Plymouth - yellow with stars and 
stripes - 1/24th scale and 1/64th scale replicas - some dust from display may improve with cleaning - otherwise Excellent Plus 
with inner packing, certificate and a Good outer card box. 

 £30 - £50 

2492. A mixed group of Cars (1) 1/18th scale Ertl Collectables American Muscle 1935 Auburn 851 Speedster - metallic 
silver/maroon, (2) 1/24th scale "The Floppers" Nitro Funny Car - Don Schumacher's "Stardust" - yellow with two-tone blue body 
stripes - dusty from display, (3) 1/24th scale "Team Caliber" Nascar Series - black with orange tiger stripes, racing number 
63 - dusty from display - Excellent Plus to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus packaging. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

2493. Action Models 1/24th scale RCCA - Nascar Series (1) 401305 Mark Martin 1965 Thunderbird Elite, racing number 31, 
(2) 401111 Casey Attwood, racing number 7, "Muppets 25th Anniversary", (3) 401179 Kerry Earnhardt 2002 Monte Carlo Elite, 
racing number 12, (4) Jeremy Mayfield 2002 Intrepid R/T Elite, racing number 19, "Mountain Dew" - all have display dust may 
improve with cleaning - otherwise Excellent to Excellent Plus in Near Mint hinged presentation boxes with Good to Excellent 
outer card sleeves. (4) 

 £60 - £80 

2494. Ebbro Models 1/24th scale boxed pair (1) Toyota 2000 GT - red, black interior, chrome trim, (2) Nissan Skyline GT-R 
(R34) V-Spec 2 - metallic silver, black interior - Excellent to Excellent Plus, both slightly dusty from display may improve with 
cleaning, in generally Good packaging. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

2495. CMC 1/24th scale Mercedes Benz 540K Cabriolet B 1936 - red/black, tan interior, chrome trim and spoked 
wheels - some light display marks overall Excellent Plus with inner packing and a Good outer card box. 

 £40 - £60 

2496. Otto Models 1/18th scale OT188UV1 Talbot Horizon Premium - metallic silver, dark grey interior, black plastic parts 
and alloy wheels - Mint first time out of packaging with inner packing and an Excellent Plus outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 

2497. Laudoracing Models 1/18th scale LM096 Alfasud Sprint 1.3 1976 - red, grey/patterned interior, chrome trim and 
pressed steel wheels - generally Mint with inner packing and an Excellent Plus outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 

2498. Laudoracing Models 1/18th scale LM096B Alfasud Sprint 1.3 1976 - metallic green, patterned interior, chrome trim and 
pressed steel wheels - generally Mint with inner packing and Excellent Plus outer card box. 

 £50 - £70 
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2499. BBR Models (Italy) 1/18th scale Cars 1813B Ferrari 330 GT 2+2 - "Oldtimer Grand Prix" 2005 - metallic dark grey, 
cream interior, chrome trim, spoked wire wheels, limited edition 04/48 with certificate - Mint in Near Mint rigid perspex case, 
leatherette base and lift off lid box with a Good outer transit carton. 

 £120 - £140 

2500. Tamiya 23203 1/12th scale Ferrari F50 "Collectors Club Special" - red - semi assembled diecast model - all major parts 
appear to be in place in packaging with instruction leaflet, accessory tools etc - some storage or display dust - generally 
Excellent Plus in a generally Good box which does have some colour fading. 

 £100 - £150 
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Conditions of Sale
The Buyer will be the highest bidder known to the Auctioneer at the fall of the hammer. Any dispute will be 
settled by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final.

Purchasers will be charged a premium of 20.83% on the hammer price. 
The premium is subject to VAT at 20% (total 25%).

BUYERS PREMIUM FOR LIVE ON-LINE BIDDING VIA INVALUABLE Purchasers will be charged a total 
premium of 30% on the hammer price inclusive of VAT. This will include a 5% charge made by Invaluable which
will be shown separately on your invoice.

There is no additional charge for bidding via the Vectis Live website.

There is no VAT charged on lot prices.

If payment is to be made by cheque and the cheque exceeds the cheque card guarantee limit, then goods can only
be collected on the day of the sale if the buyer is known to us, or if prior arrangements have been made. We reserve
the right to hold goods until a cheque is cleared. Lots can be paid for by credit card. Most major brands are accepted.

Commission bids will be executed at no extra charge and we guarantee to purchase lots as cheaply as possible, 
allowing for other bids. Successful commission bidders will be notified by post immediately after the sale. 
Full payment must then be sent to the Auctioneers by return of post.

Persons are reminded to handle all items with care. Any loss or damage will be payable at a cost to be decided by
the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final. Please be careful.

We have endeavoured to describe items as accurately and as fairly as possible.
The terms we have used to define condition are detailed in the Condition Classification. The classification relates
to the appearance of an item. No warranty can be given to the mechanical or electrical operation of any item. It must
be understood that any description or assessment of an item or its condition must be regarded as opinion only, and
cannot form part of any legal contract.

Where we have identified particular faults or damage to items it must be understood that reference to such faults
does not imply the absence of others, nor does the lack of such a reference imply that an item is free of faults. 
Prospective purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of lots before buying. Only in the event that an
item should be found to be a deliberate forgery, could a transaction be rescinded. Once this is proven to the 
Auctioneers, then all money paid will be refunded, provided the item is returned within 7 days of the sale in the 
condition it was sold.

Telephone Bidding
Vectis Auctions cannot guarantee that all telephone requests will be honoured due to the rising demand for telephone
bidding, particularly at certain sections of the auction, it may be impossible to have a line available.
Although Vectis Auctions will try to accommodate every request, we cannot be held responsible for any missed calls
due to human or technical errors.

Bank Transfer
If you wish to pay by bank transfer, our bank details are as follows: Handelsbanken, Ground Floor, Winder
House, Kingfisher Way, Stockton on Tees. TS18 3EX

Sort Code: 40-51-62  
Account: 42076703  
IBAN: GB16HAND40516242076703  
Bank Swift code: HANDGB22 
Account Name: Vectis Auctions Ltd 



Conditions of Sale (Continued)

Estimates
Based upon prices recently paid at auction for comparable property, and take into account condition, rarity, 
quality and provenance. Estimates are subject to revision. Vendors should not rely upon estimates as a 
representation or prediction of actual selling prices.

Reserves
In normal circumstances, Vectis Auctions do not accept reserves, however if a vendor wishes to place a reserve on
a lot and that lot is eventually unsold, Vectis Auctions will charge the vendor a fee of 7.5% of the placed reserve or
£10 whichever is greater.  The reserve is the confidential minimum price the vendor will accept and must be agreed
with Vectis Auctions beforehand.  This value will not exceed the top pre-sale estimate.

Late Withdrawals
(a) Lots withdrawn once an item has been catalogued will incur a charge of 15% of the midpoint between top and
bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

(b) Lots withdrawn after the catalogue has been printed and distributed will incur a charge of 25% of the midpoint
between top and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

Payment of proceeds of auction
Payment is normally made twenty five working days after the sale, however Vectis Auctions reserve the right to
withold any funds if the buyer fails to make payment.  If the buyer fails to make payment within the calendar
month, Vectis Auctions have the right to pay the vendor an amount up to the net proceeds payable in respect of the
amount bid by the defaulting buyer.

For your guidance we have included estimated prices against each lot
Please remember that these are merely our opinion of what each lot might realise

The results from this auction will be published on our website after the sale.
The website address is: www.vectis.co.uk  e-mail address is: admin@vectis.co.uk
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